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Abstract

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) composed of large numbers of small devices, are applicable to a
wide range of mission-critical applications, including firefighting and emergency response, infrastructure monitoring, military surveillance, and medical applications. For these systems, reliability
is the most common and important requirement. However, it is extremely challenging to achieve
high-level reliability in these mission-critical applications because of resource-limited sensor devices, high-volume and burst traffic, wireless noise and interference, and unpredictable environment
change and human intervention.
In this dissertation, we focus on developing new methodologies to address reliability issues
in both networking and application levels. In the networking level, we propose to develop new
protocols with two advanced networking techniques to improve communication reliability. The
first technique is multi-channel communication. We propose a set of novel multi-channel protocols,
which exploit simultaneous transmissions on different channels to reduce interference and then
improve communication reliability. The second technique is Active Collision Recovery (ACR).
The proposed protocol, ACR, can efficiently recover corrupted packets when collisions occur. In
the application level, our work focuses on how to guarantee and maintain application-level operation
correctness in mission-critical WSNs over long lifetimes. The core of our proposed solutions is a
new design principle, run-time assurance (RTA). RTA requires that a system can be validated and
demonstrated (periodically or on demand) that it is capable of operating correctly at run time. We
develop a highly automated methodology and novel runtime framework that self-tests WSNs for
RTA. In this framework, rigorous specification of both the functional logic of the application as
well as the runtime assurance requirements are used to automatically generate the code for both the
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system implementation as well as the runtime assurance tests. The WSN then performs self-tests
to validate its functions at run time. When tests fail, the WSN can automatically send alarms, and
collect traces for future diagnosis and repairs.
The work in this dissertation paves the way for networking tiny and resource limited sensor
nodes into high-confidence systems for mission-critical applications. Models and protocols we develop in the networking layer lead to more efficient and reliable wireless communication so that
high-volume and burst data streams can be efficiently transferred across networks in a timely manner. New design principles, methodologies and a highly automated framework for runtime assurance help the designer and users verify an application’s integrity at runtime, and build reliable and
trustful WSN systems. In general, by developing novel protocols and methodologies in networking
and application levels, an overall reliability enhancement of wireless sensor systems is achieved,
which sets up a solid basis for developing wireless sensor networks technology to more missioncritical applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Reliability in Wireless Sensor Networks

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) composed of large numbers of small devices are being investigated for a wide variety of applications. Two key advantages of these networks over more traditional
sensor networks are that they can be dynamically and quickly deployed, and that they can provide
fine-grained, close and continuous sensing and detecting. WSN systems are currently being used for
many mission-critical applications. Automatic fire detection systems using self-organized WSNs
are deployed in the context of residential and outdoor environments [9,13,14]. Sensor networks are
used for chemical event tracking and pollution monitoring and control [12, 89, 100]. WSNs are also
applied to monitor the health of civil structures like bridges and buildings [22, 55, 77, 101]. Dedicated WSNs have also been developed and used for military tracking and surveillance [38, 110].
In these applications, WSNs monitor, detect, and track abnormal events, hazards, and high-cost environmental events, and send alarms or report urgent information. Failures of these systems cause
severe consequences in terms of human deaths, property loss, disaster, and military defeat.
These are just a sample of a wide range of sensor network systems that have already been built
and deployed for mission-critical applications in the real world. For these system, reliability is the
most important and common requirement. According to IEEE’s definition, reliability is ”the ability
of a system or component to perform its required functions under stated conditions for a specified
period of time” [85]. Consider a firefighting system as an example of such mission-critical systems.
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Low cost sensor nodes can be embedded into large city skyscrapers to support fire detection and
reaction. Such systems must reliably detect a fire on any floor, activate alarms, notify fire stations,
and announce and illuminate egress routes. Such systems require high reliability in their operations.
However, this is a very difficult problem, e.g., there may be 100 floors, with over a 100 nodes per
floor deployed densely and work as an aggregate. When detecting fires, nodes generate various
sensing readings, such as temperature, humidity, smoke and acoustic, and must upload these highvolume data to the sinks reliably and timely. The system is expected to operate for many years
before it must be replaced, but its functionalities may be impaired unexpectedly. Software faults
and hardware failures may occur spontaneously or by human intervention. Wireless noise and
interference may change dramatically as new wireless technologies are developed and deployed
in or near a building, and sensor readings and network topology may change as the occupancy,
activities, and equipment in a building change over time.
Like this firefighting system, many surveillance and tracking systems, industrial plants, pollution monitoring, and medical applications share the common characteristics. First, these systems
are usually large and dense systems, consisting of many nodes deployed closely to cover fields of
interests. Second, nodes in these systems usually possess limited CPUs, memories, and sensors all
driven by small batteries. Also, they are equipped with less powerful radio components and share
the limited bandwidth with neighboring nodes. Third, mission-critical systems are usually eventdriven and generate high volume data and burst traffic. Forth, these systems, deployed indoor or
fields, also suffer the uncertainty of impacts of unpredictable environment and human factors.

1.2

Problem Statements

WSNs features impose challenges on the design of reliable mission-critical WSNs, and make the
reliability extremely difficult to achieve, especially in the following two aspects.
• Network Level: Protocols are needed to provide highly reliable, low-latency and robust communication in large and dense WSNs, and address collision and congestion issues caused by
high volume and burst traffic.
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• Application Level: New methodologies are needed to guarantee and maintain expected operations over system lifetimes and address issues including: unexpected Software error and
faults, hardware failures or degradation, energy depletion of devices, location and time
synchronization errors, sensor calibration errors that occur over time, harsh and frequently
changed environment and unpredictable human intervention.

1.2.1

Solutions for Reliable communication

Communication is one of the most important and fundamental components in WSN systems. In a
mission-critical WSN system, the networking component must provide reliable data communication. Otherwise crucial data and messages will be missed during transmission, cooperation among
nodes will be messed up, and then systems will fail to provide its critical services. Furthermore,
mission-critical applications usually also demand high-quality communication with low latency, energy efficiency and robustness. However WSN communication suffers limited bandwidth, intensive
collisions and interference, the dynamics of link quality, topology and traffic. These problems become even severe in many mission-critical systems, because of their high-volume and burst traffic
triggered by events, high node densities, unattended deployment and unpredictable environment.
Even lots of protocols have been proposed to address these issues, but few protocols can (1) maintain high throughput and reliability with high-volume and burst traffic in dense networks, and (2)
efficiently reduce and recover packet collisions. In this work, we propose to use two practical
techniques to address these issues, which are multi-channel communication and active collision
recovery.

1.2.1.1

Multi-channel Communication

One practical solution to maintain reliable and high-throughput traffic is to provide parallel communication with multi-frequency media access control. On the hardware side, MICAz and Telos
have already provided 16 well separated frequencies [41] and multi-frequency specification has
also been incorporated into IEEE 802.15.4 standard [44]. Furthermore, several multi-channel MAC
protocols have been proposed to improve throughput in WSNs. However, our empirical studies
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demonstrate that current WSN hardware and development environment introduce practical issues
to multi-channel communication, which include insufficient available channels, overhead of channel switching and coordination, and sensitivity of time synchronization errors. These reality issues
make the current multi-channel MAC protocol not suitable to mission-critical applications, which
feature high dense networks with burst traffics.
Therefore, these is a need to design multi-channel protocols that fit hardware reliability of
WSNs and provide reliable and efficient parallel communication in dense WSNs.

1.2.1.2

Efficient Packet Collision Recover

Packet Collision occurs when two or more close stations attempt to transmit a packet at the same
time. This can result in packet loss and impede network performance. Collisions become even
severe in mission-critical WSNs for two reasons. First, many such systems are dense and generate
burst spatially-correlated traffic, where multiple sensors in the same neighborhood all have messages to send simultaneously in response to the same event. Second, WSNs are typically equipped
with few sinks to which packets from sensors converge. Such convergence cause many collisions
around sinks, described as the “funneling effect” [3].The consequences of packet collisions are serious to mission-critical WSNs. Collisions can cause the loss of critical data or control information,
reduce the system reliability and lead to application failures.
Many CSMA based MAC protocols are proposed in Wireless Sensor Network (WSNs) to avoid
collisions, such as B-MAC [80], X-MAC [15]. These protocols can efficiently reduce collisions,
but intrinsically cannot eliminate all collisions, because of hidden terminal problems, as well as collisions when multiple nodes sense the medium free at the same time. Previous work [47] demonstrates that CSMA based protocols cannot avoid such collisions when the number of concurrent
transmissions grows.
Since collisions cannot be eliminated, packet recovery methods must be used. Traditional Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) method uses acknowledgment and retransmissions for packet recovery. However, ARQ brings high latency due to waiting for ACKs, and retransmissions cause more
collisions, especially with heavy traffic. New packet recovery methods exploit the Partial Corrupted
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Pattern (PCP), where only some bits are actually corrupted in a “lost” packet. For instance, Forward
Error Correction (FEC) helps receivers recover such partially corrupted packets by sending packets
with redundant bits. As shown in [4], it significantly reduces retransmissions and delivery latency.
However, since these protocols are only used to recover corrupted packets caused by lossy links, it
is not suitable to recover packets corrupted by collisions in WSNs. Therefore, it is imperative to
design new methodology to efficient recover broken packet once collision occurs in dense WSNs
with burst traffics.

1.2.2

Solutions for Application-Level Reliability

WSNs are being widely deployed for mission-critical applications. However, they face a serious
dilemma. On one side, these WSNs must operate and provide their services reliably and continuously over long time durations due to the high cost of system failure. On the other side, WSNs are
very error-prone because of the use of resource-limited sensor devices, the unattended nature, and
the ever changing and unpredictable environment. Furthermore, a WSN system usually consists
of many components. Even each component employs fault-tolerant or other mechanism to achieve
high reliability. The system may still fail because of wrong or unexpected synergistic behaviors. To
address this dilemma, there must be some methodologies that directly guarantee and maintain the
application-level reliability of WSN systems.
We believe that the key of address this issue is a new design principle, Run Time Assurance
(RTA) that requires that systems can be periodically validated to demonstrate their run time operability and the integrity of their application semantics. The essence of run time assurance (RTA)
lies in the systems capability to identify failures at the application-level on a periodical basis or
by request. If a system has such an assurance capability, system administrators can utilize that to
evaluate the system and make decisions whether it is necessary to take actions to repair and recover
systems. We believe that RTA can be used to provide application-level reliabilities, and should be
addressed as a first design principle for mission-critical systems. However, it is very challenging to
design and implement WNSs with RTA, due to great variety of WSN application requirements and
operation environments, as well as the complexity of RTA itself. Therefore, there is a need for gen-
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eral RTA design principles, guidelines and procedures, and a practical and easy-to-use framework
that helps and automates implementation of various RTA WSN systems.

1.3

Contribution

The overall result of the dissertation is significant progress towards designing and developing more
reliable sensor networks for mission-critical applications. Our contributions in developing new
reliable methodologies can be summarized as:
• Multi-channel Communication:

In wireless sensor network research, we are the first to

investigate multi-channel realities through empirical experiments and asset its impact on existing multi-channel protocols. We identify three key practical issues for WSN multi-channel
designs, which are insufficient available channels, overhead of channel switching and coordination, and sensitivity of time synchronization errors. This study provides important
guidelines for multi-channel design in WSNs, and can benefit developing more sophisticated
multi-frequency parallel communication for sensor networks in the future.
We propose a novel idea to use multiple channels in WSNs, in which we divide the whole
network into sub-tree and assign one channel to each tree. With this tree-level channel assignment scheme, nodes can communicate with sinks using one single channel through their own
sub-trees. This new multi-channel methodology eliminates the need of time synchronization and the complexity and overhead for channel switching and coordination, and separate
channel assignment from MAC-layer design and provides simplicity and flexibility to use
any existing MAC protocols, while still enjoying the benefit from parallel communication
of multiple channels. Furthermore, this scheme is very adaptive to the network density and
the number of available channels, and can still exploit the multi-channel parallelism in highdensity networks with few channels to use.
Next, we propose network partition and channel assignment algorithms to further optimize
network metrics. We first study an optimization problem which aims to find the best assignment that minimizes interference within sub-trees. We prove it a NP-hard problem and
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propose a greedy algorithm that yields near-optimal results. Furthermore, we take the link
diversity into consideration, and propose an efficient algorithm to minimize interference as
well as to meet end-to-end reliability requirements in networks with low-quality links.
We implement a novel multi-channel protocol, TMCP in both simulation and real MicaZ
testbed, which combine aforementioned ideas and algorithms. Our development and evaluation demonstrates that 1) TMCP efficiently improve network performance over other multichannel protocols with less interferences, much higher packet delivery rates, and higher network throughput; 2) TMCP works well with high network density, small numbers of available
channels and poor and diverse link qualities. As a result, TMCP is a efficient and practical
multi-channel solution to provide reliable communication for mission-critical solutions.
At last, we extend our multi-channel research to consider how to dynamically assign channels according to live traffic patterns at run-time. As an early work, we propose a simple
and efficient traffic-aware channel assignment scheme based on the assumption that where
perfect information about current and future traffic is available. The new scheme exploits this
information to minimize interference occurring with real traffic. We compare this scheme
with two typical static channel assignment schemes by simulation, and results show that being traffic-aware can substantially improve the performance of channel assignment. This
baseline analysis helps establish the potential benefits of traffic-aware channel assignment
algorithms.
• Efficient Collision Recovery:

We are the first to conduct an empirical study on bit error

patterns of collided packets in WSNs. Our study reveals that when nodes send packets with
two different sizes, only certain bits in the long packet are corrupted in collisions between
long and short packets, and this chunk of erroneous bits has almost the same size of the
short packet. We call such collisions LS-collisions. LS-collisions produce a regular PCP in
collided packets, which can be exploited to achieve efficient collision recovery.
In order to justify this idea, we provide a thorough analysis based on the model derived from
scenarios where N senders compete for transmission using CSMA. The analysis demonstrates
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that by exploiting LS-collisions, we can achieve a higher probability of successful transmission, as well as a much higher transmission efficiency defined as the ratio of successfully
transmitted information bits to overall bits transmitted. The analysis also gives insights on
how to choose the right proportion of nodes sending long packets and short packets, and a
sub-optimal probability distribution for senders to randomly select contention slots that maximizes the above two metrics.
We then present ACR, an Active Collision Recovery protocol that mitigates the negative
impact of collisions by efficiently recovering collided packets. Unlike other existing recovery
schemes, ACR is ”active” that it actively transforms potential collisions into LS-collisions to
maximize the recovery probability, rather than passively waiting for collided packets to be
recovered. ACR then uses a block based FEC scheme to efficiently recover corrupted packets
due to LS-collisions. To identify erroneous blocks, ACR employs a novel RSSI-based error
detection method, which does not introduce extra checksum overhead. In case of recovery
failures, ACR also has a backup ARQ scheme. Unlike ZigZag [36] or PPR [46], ACR does
not require customized hardware. ACR can be easily integrated into existing CSMA protocols
with off-theshelf sensor devices.
We implement and evaluate the ACR prototype on a Tmote testbed. Results demonstrate that
ACR achieves 25% higher transmission efficiency than existing recovery schemes.
• Runtime Application-Level Assurance: Continuous and reliable operation of WSNs is notoriously difficult to guarantee due to hardware degradation and environmental changes. We
propose and demonstrate a methodology for run-time assurance (RTA), in which we validate
at run time that a WSN will function correctly, irrespective of any changes to operating conditions since it was originally designed and deployed. The basic approach is to use program
analysis and compiler techniques to facilitate automated testing of a WSN at run time. The
developer specifies the application using a high-level specification, which is compiled into
both (i) the code that will execute the application on the WSN, and (ii) a set of input/output
tests that can be used to verify correct operation of the application. The test inputs are then
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supplied to the WSN at run time, either periodically or by request. The WSN performs all
computations, message passing, and other distributed operations required to produce output
values and actions, which are compared to the expected outputs. This testing process produces an end-to-end application level validation of all components required for correct system operation, including hardware, software, network topology, and any interactions between
them.
We have implemented a framework for designing and automatically testing WSN applications using the RTA methodology. The developer specifies the application using a high-level
Sensor Network Event Description Language (SNEDL) [50], which is an extended Petri net
model. Our system compiles the SNEDL model down to TinyOS [61] code that runs on
the Telos nodes [24], as well as tests the defined mappings between sensor input values and
system outputs.
We evaluate our implementation by designing a fire detection system and executing it on a
network of 21 Telos nodes. We artificially introduce failures into the system, including node
failures and location errors, and compare the performance of RTA to that of an existing health
monitoring solution [86]. Our results indicate that RTA misses 75% fewer system failures and
also produces 70% fewer maintenance dispatches than health monitoring.
Our work in this dissertation paves the way for networking tiny and resource limited sensor
nodes into high-confidence systems for mission-critical applications. Models and protocols we
develop in the networking layer lead to more efficient and reliable wireless communication so that
high-volume and burst data streams can be efficiently transferred across networks timely. New
design principle, methodologies and highly automated framework we propose in runtime assurance
help designer and users verify an application’s integrity at runtime, and build reliable and trustful
WSN systems. In general, by developing novel protocols and methodologies in networking and
application levels, an overall reliability enhancement of wireless sensor systems is achieved, which
sets up a solid basis for developing wireless sensor networks technology to more mission-critical
applications. Four major conference publications [107] [107] have come from this dissertation.
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Dissertation Organization

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 is a detailed survey of the stateof-the-art of research work on sensor networking and application-level reliability we explore in
this dissertation. Chapter 3 presents multi-channel reality found in WSNs, a set of multi-channel
algorithms and protocols that exploit multi-channel to improve network reliability and efficiency.
Chapter 4 presents a novel efficient packet collision recovery scheme and how this scheme improve
communication reliability. Chapter 5 present Run Time Assurance concept and principles as well
as an automated framework that help build WSNs application using the RTA methodology. Finally,
Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation and proposes potential research extensions.

Chapter 2
State of the Art

Publications on related work are introduced in this chapter. Section 2.1 describes the state of the
art for multi-channel communication. Section 2.2 describes the state of the art for packet collision
detection and recovery. Section 2.3 explains the related work on application-level assurance.

2.1

State of the Art for Multi-channel Communication

In the general wireless network, frequency diversity has been studied for years and a significant
number of multi-frequency MAC protocols have been proposed. However, these protocols are
not suitable for typical WSN applications. First, to save energy and reduce product cost, each
sensor device is usually equipped with a single radio transceiver. This single transceiver cannot
transmit and receive at the same time, nor can it function on different frequencies simultaneously.
This restricted hardware is quite different from more powerful hardware assumed in other wireless
systems. For example, protocols [94] [98] are designed for frequency hopping spread spectrum
(FHSS) wireless cards, and protocol [27] assumes the busy-tone functionality on the hardware.
In protocols [74] [104] [73] [19], the hardware is assumed to have the ability to listen to multiple
frequencies at the same time. Second, the network bandwidth in WSNs is very limited and the MAC
layer packet size is very small, 30∼50 bytes, compared to 512+ bytes used in general wireless ad
hoc networks. Due to the small data packet size, the RTS/CTS control packets in IEEE 802.11 [43]
no longer constitute a small overhead that can be ignored. So protocols [8] [83] [1] [32] [62]
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that are based on IEEE 802.11, and protocols [91] [45] [98] [94] that use RTS/CTS for frequency
negotiation are not suitable for WSN applications, even though they exhibit good performance in
general wireless ad hoc networks. Different from all the above solutions.
Instead of assigning different frequencies to neighboring nodes in an infrastructureless wireless
sensor network, in an infrastructure based cellular network, different frequencies are assigned to
different cellular towers that use very high sending powers and usually form a hexagon graph. In
a cellular network, the frequency assignment is normally formulated as a multicoloring problem
on a varying weight graph [48], and distributed algorithms are proposed to address it. To improve
flexibility and reduce computational complexity, [11] models it as an optimization problem. It first
provides a localized solution, then extends the solution to a distributed one by ensuring mutual
exclusion. In [23], a generic solution template is proposed and applied to cellular frequency assignment for temporary tasks with a load balancing constraint. Since all these are developed for high
power, infrastructure based, and normally hexagon topology cellular networks, they do not directly
address the hardware and application challenges in wireless sensor networks.
In wireless sensor networks, media access control has received intense research attention, and a
number of solutions have been proposed [2] [16] [113] [53] [80] [112] [81] [26] [102] [30]. While
these solutions work well when one physical frequency is used, parallel data transmission when
multiple frequencies are available is not considered.
Recently, MMSN [118], TMMAC [115] and MCMAC [21] are three new multi-channel MAC
protocols designed especially for WSNs. They all try to assign different channels to nodes in a
two-hop neighborhood to avoid potential interferences. We call these node-based multi-channel
protocols. Simulation results show that they improve performance in WSNs compared with single
channel protocols. However, with nodebased channel assignment schemes, a node typically has a
different channel from its downstream and upstream nodes. Within a multi-hop flow, nodes have
to switch channels to receive and forward packets which can cause very frequent channel switching and potential packet losses. In order to avoid such packet losses, node-based protocols use
some negotiation or scheduling schemes to coordinate channel switching and transmissions among
nodes with different channels. For instance, all three protocols mentioned above use time slots
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to coordinate transmissions. They face practical issues in real WSNs, including: 1) a large number of orthogonal channels are needed for channel assignment in dense networks; 2) they require
precise time synchronization at nodes, 3) channel switching delay and scheduling overhead cannot be ignored because of frequent channel switching, especially for high data rate traffic, and 4)
these protocols are typically complex, which require more resources at motes. Our paper studies
these practical issues through empirical experiments with Micaz motes and shows that node-based
protocols may not be suitable for WSNs in practice.
We are also aware that an industrial solution called TSMP [28] exists, which, instead of using
frequency assignment, requires a connection survey of entire network on every physical frequencies.
Rather than developing MAC layer solutions, [108] and [103] propose to use frequency diversity
to defend jamming attacks, and [59] use frequency diversity as well as control theory to optimize
network throughput in a forest based data collection application.
More recently, two different channel assignment methods are proposed. A component-based
protocol is presented in [99] which assigns channels to connected components in wireless ad hoc
network, and in [60], nodes dynamically select channels based on a control theory approach to
achieve load balance among channels. While these solutions have a similar favor in channel assignment to us, our scheme focuses on how to use multi-channels to construct the optimal topology
with low interferences and optimize throughputs in practical WSNs.

2.2

State of the Art for Packet Collision Recovery

Packet Collision occurs when two or more close stations attempt to transmit a packet at the same
time, which results in packet loss and impede network performance. Many CSMA based MAC protocols are proposed in Wireless Sensor Network (WSNs) to avoid collisions, such as B-MAC [80],
X-MAC [15]. These protocols can efficiently reduce collisions, but intrinsically cannot eliminate
all collisions, because of hidden terminal problems, as well as collisions when multiple nodes sense
the medium free at the same time. Previous work [47] demonstrates that CSMA based protocols
cannot avoid such collisions when the number of concurrent transmissions grows.
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Another way to avoid collisions is to apply multiple frequencies to eliminate transmission interferences, which is the topic of Chapter 3. However, our previous results demonstrate that multichannel protocols cannot remove all collisions in dense WSNs, due to insufficient channels and
channel coordination costs. When collisions still occur, a packet recovery method should be applied to recover lost packets and ensure end-to-end delivery. Traditional Automatic Repeat Request
(ARQ) method uses acknowledgment and retransmissions for packet recovery. However, ARQ
brings high latency due to waiting for ACKs, and retransmissions cause more collisions, especially
with heavy traffic. New packet recovery methods exploit the Partial Corrupted Pattern (PCP), where
only some bits are actually corrupted in a “lost” packet. For instance, Forward Error Correction
(FEC) helps receivers recover such partially corrupted packets by sending packets with redundant
bits. As shown in [4], it significantly reduces retransmissions and delivery latency. However, since
these protocols are only used to recover corrupted packets caused by lossy links, it is still unclear if
such methods can be used to recover packets corrupted by collisions in WSNs.
Two novel partial packet recovery schemes have been recently proposed to recover corrupted
packets from collisions, which are the PPR protocol [46] and Zigzag decoding [36]. However,
both techniques need support from customized hardware. For example, PPR needs the hints from
radio chips to detect which codeword is corrupted, and Zigzag implementation modifies modulation
modules to recover bits from errors. They do not directly apply for the widely used off-the-shelf
sensor devices like MicaZ and TelosB.

2.3

State of the Art for Runtime Application-Level Assurance

Our work is highly related to, but also distinct from a number of research areas including testing,
fault tolerance, self-healing, debugging, health monitoring, and system management.
Although testing has always been a major part of the development of software applications,
very limited amount of work has been done in the area of testing WSN applications. A few characteristics of WSN applications such as operating in concurrent, event-based, and interrupt-driven
manner considerably complicate the development of code representation. Nguyen et al. [75] pro-
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posed application posting graphs to represent behaviors of WSN applications. Regehr [84] designed
a restricted interrupt discipline to enable random testing of nesC programs. Lai et al. [57] study
inter-context control-flow and data-flow adequacy criteria in nesC programs. However, all previous
work is intended for testing applications prior deployment when the size of the test suite is not as
critical. Therefore, WSN-specific approaches for decreasing the size of the number of necessary
tests have not been considered until now.
There is a great array of fault tolerance and reliability techniques developed over the last 50
years many of which have been applied to WSNs [71, 78, 87, 93]. We expect that any WSN that
must operate with high confidence will utilize many of these schemes. However, most existing
approaches, such as eScan [109] and CODA [18], aim to improve the robustness of individual
system’s component. Therefore, it is difficult to use such methodologies to validate the high-level
functionality of the application. Similarly, self-healing applications [37,38,42], although attempting
to avoid violations of RTA, are not capable of demonstrating adherence of the system to key highlevel functional requirements.
Debugging is a complicated process for WSNs and many different approaches exist. Marionette
[31] and Clairvoyant [111] are source-level debuggers allowing access to source-level symbols.
MDB [92] supports the debugging of microprograms. SNTS [70], Dustminer [52], and LiveNet [7]
use overhearing to gain visibility into the network operations. Some debugging approaches are
based on invariants [40], and others attempt to use data mining to discover hard to find bugs [68].
EnviroLog [66] uses a record and replay approach where it stores and replays the I/O on the sensor
nodes. However, all of these debugging mechanisms are either used prior deployment or in a post
mortem manner, where data about the application is collected and then analyzed offline. These
techniques do not provide a way to monitor and analyze the application’s behavior at run time.
Many applications have been developed to achieve sensor network hardware verification. Sympathy [82], for example, is concerned with routing problems, Health-monitoring systems such as
MANNA [58], LiveNet [7], and Memento [86] employ sniffers or specific embedded code to monitor the status of a system. However, such applications monitor low-level components of the system
instead of high-level application requirements. Therefore, they cannot be used as a substitute for
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our RTA framework. Instead, if available, such applications could be used as a monitoring component. Information from these systems could be used for RTA checks or to activate further system
state checks.
There are very few overall system-management systems for WSNs [5, 97]. Most of them manage only a few system properties such as energy [49], topology, or bandwidth. However, we have
not found any that address RTA for high confidence systems in terms of application-level requirements.

Chapter 3
Multi-Frequency Communication

As an emerging technology, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have a wide range of potential
applications, including many mission-critical applications, such as intruder detection [10], coal
mine surveillance [63], and forest fire detection [114]. In these applications, a large burst of packets
is generated due to a change in the monitored conditions and needs to be transported in a reliable and
low-latency manner to a base station, which is very difficult to achieve due to the limited bandwidth,
intensive collision and congestion. A large number of single-channel communication protocols have
been proposed for the MAC, routing and transport layers with the objective of energy efficiency.
They are suitable to traditional low-duty cycle and low-date rate applications, but cannot provide
reliable communication to support high-rate traffic in large and dense networks. For example, in
the “Ears on the ground” project [116], the network fail to transmit multiple acoustic streams to the
sink with single-channel protocols.
Multi-channel communication is an efficient method to eliminate interference and contention
on the wireless medium by enabling parallel transmissions over different frequency channels [56].
Newer generations of commercially available radios used on the sensor nodes support multi-channel
communication. For example, the Nordic NrF905 radio [76] used on Ambient µNodes [6] and
the CC2420 radio [20] for MICAz [25] and TelosB [96] sensor nodes can be tuned to operate on
different frequencies. Hence, there exists the potential to use multi-channel communication for
alleviating the effects of competitive communication environment in WSNs. In this chapter, we
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focus on how to achieve reliable and low-latency delivery of high-rate traffic in bandwidth limited
WSNs by making use of the multi-channel capability of the sensor radios. We have conducted
extensive research on this topic [106] [120], and we answer the following research questions in this
chapter:
• What are the hardware realities and characteristics of multi-channel communication in
WSNs? What are the advantages and practical challenges for multi-channel protocol designs?
• How to assign the small number of available channels to nodes in dense WSNs such than we
can eliminate potential interferences as much as possible?
• How to eliminate the packet loss due to channel mismatch between senders and receivers?
How to efficiently avoid or remove overhead of channels switching and coordination?
• How to assign channels in dense networks with highly diverse link qualities? How to select
reliable routes in multi-channel communication?
• How to effectively assign channels among nodes with different traffic load? How to utilize
nodes’ traffic information to further improve communication performance?
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.1, we present empirical results from experiments that investigate multi-channel realities found in WSNs. Next, we propose and evaluate a
novel tree-based multi-channel protocol (TMCP) in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we present and
evaluate an extension of TMCP which maintains high reliability in networks with diverse link qualities. Furthermore, we present a traffic-aware channel assignment scheme in Section 3.4. Finally,
in Section 3.5, we give the conclusions and describe the future work.

3.1

Experiments on Multi-channel Reality

In order to design good protocols, we need to better understand multi-channel realities in WSNs.
In this section, we first conduct a set of empirical experiments to investigate multi-channel inter-
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ference properties of Micaz hardware, including channel switching time, adjacent channel interferences and interferences with 802.11 networks. These properties are well studied in wireless ad
hoc networks [119] [79] [72], but there is a lack of empirical studies in WSNs. Then we measure
the performance of node-based multi-channel schemes on a single path and investigate the impact
of time synchronization errors. With these experimental results, our analysis shows that current
node-based schemes are not suitable for dense and large sensor networks, as well as applications
with high data rates.

3.1.1

Channel Switching Time

Channel switching time is measured as the time length it takes for motes to successfully switch
from one channel to another. More importantly, we want to measure how long motes wait to send
a packet with a new channel after finishing the last transmission in its previous channel. This
parameter impacts the maximum network throughput, because nodes cannot receive or send any
packets during this period of time, and it also affects the efficiency of channel sensing, where motes
need to sense through available channels. Works in [56] shows that the network bandwidth degrades
as a function of s/(s + t) where s is the switching time and t is the transmission time. However,
it is lack of experiments to measure this value on real motes. For example, TMMAC in [115]
assumes that the switching time is 80µs, and uses it in simulations, but in [90] it is claimed that the
switching time is 300µs with the CC2420 chip. In this subsection we measure the channel switching
time of Micaz motes [25]. In our experiments, one mote alternately changes between Channel 11
to Channel 12. Every time after switching to a channel, it sends out a packet immediately, and
changes to a new channel as soon as the transmission is finished. We also put two other motes in
the transmission range of the sender, which are tuned to Channel 11 and Channel 12, respectively,
to receive packets. These two motes are used to verify the success of channel switching and packet
transmissions. During the experiments, the carrier sensing and back-off operations in the MAC
layer are disabled. We measure the average number of packets the test mote can send in one second,
denoted as N( 1). In contrast, we also measure the same value of the test mote without changing
channels, denotes as N( 2). According to the bandwidth degradation function, we calculate the
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channel-switching time s as:
s=

10 10
−
N1 N2

(3.1)

By repeating experiments 100 times, we get the average channel-switching time of MicaZ motes
are: 24.3µs, which is surprisingly less than previous values. We then conduct the same experiments
with different Micaz motes, as well as experiments with the transmitter switching from Channel 11
to other channels. In both scenarios, the channel-switching time does not have obvious changes.
(In our experiments, all values are in the range of 23.6µs to 24.9µs.)
We also measure the minimum time a MicaZ mote takes to send one packet, which is around
1.3ms to 1.4ms. So, the channel-switching time is only 1.8% of the transmission time and degrades
the bandwidth by 1.77%. Therefore the channel-switching time does not have a significant impact
on network performance even with frequent switching.

3.1.2

Number of Available Orthogonal Channels
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Figure 3.1: Transmission power level index vs. Packet reception ratio

An important parameter for multi-channel designs is the number of channels which can actually be used in WSNs. The CC2420 radio chip [20] used in Micaz provides 16 non-overlapping
channels, with 5MHz spacing. However, not all channels can be used in a single sensor network to
provide parallel transmissions because of close channel interferences and interferences caused by
802.11 networks.
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Non-orthogonal Channel Interferences

Non-orthogonal channel interferences are well studied in general wireless networks [72]. For WSNs
hardware, the CC2420 chip specification [20] indicates that the adjacent channel rejection is 45/30
dB, but few works study its real impact on the performance of multi-channel WSNs. In the following we present experiments to study this phenomenon.
In the first experiment, we place three Micaz motes in a line, with one transmitter, one receiver
and one jammer. The jammer’s transmission is synchronized with the transmitter to generate interferences. Both the transmitter and the receiver use channel 11. While the transmitter changes its
transmission power, we measure packet reception ratios of the receiver in three cases, without the
jammer interfering, with the jammer interfering at channel 12 (the adjacent channel interference)
and at channel 13 (2 channel away). The results of this experiment are illustrated in Figure 3.1. We
can see that without interferences, the receiver can maintain an above 90% packet reception ratio
until the transmitter uses power levels lower than 3. However, with adjacent channel interferences,
the packet reception ratio decreases to 50% when the transmission power level is below 7, which
clearly shows that adjacent channel interferences greatly impact radio reception and they are not
negligible. On the other hand, the curve of the two channel away interferences is very close to the
one without interferences, which implies that the impact of two channel away interferences is small.
We run the same experiments with other channels, and they show the similar result.
1
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Figure 3.2: RSSI and Packet reception ratios under two types of interference
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In order to further investigate the impact of adjacent channel interferences, another set of experiments is conducted to determine the relation of Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI)
threshold and different channel interferences. In these experiments, we fix the positions of the receiver and the jammer, which are 2 feet apart, and the transmitter moves along the line in different
places. Experiments are run in two cases, with and without adjacent channel interferences. Results
are shown in Figure 3.2(a) and (b), where each data point presents a pair of RSSI and packet reception ratios. We can see that the RSSI threshold for above 90% packet reception ratio is around
-87dB without interferences, while that threshold increases to -77dB with adjacent channel interferences. Transmission links with RSSI between -77dB and -87dB become unreliable when adjacent
channel interference occurs.
The existence of adjacent channel interference makes it impossible to use all 16 channels in
a single sensor network. Because current multi-channel protocols assume that if every node in
two-hop neighborhood is assigned different channel, the whole network is collision-free. But, if
two-hop neighbors use adjacent channels, collisions still occur. In order to avoid these unexpected
collisions, the safe way is to only use non-adjacent channels in multi-channel protocols.

3.1.2.2

Interferences with 802.11 networks
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Figure 3.3: Packet reception ratios of different channels

Another factor that affects the number of available channels is the interference with 802.11
networks. 802.15.4 specification shows that one 802.11 channel can potentially collide with four
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802.15.4 channels. This problem is also studied in [119] [79]. Here, we also present a simple
experiment to show how 802.11 networks impact channels in WSNs. We put 8 pairs of Micaz
nodes closely together in a department office, where multiple 802.11 networks exist. Each pair
uses one unique channel to transmit packets within the pair. All 8 channels are orthogonal with
each other. We run the experiment several times and measure the average packet reception ratios.
Results are shown in Figure 3.3, with the standard deviation of each data. We can see only 3
channels (11,19,25) have good link qualities (reception ratios above 90%), and link qualities of the
other 4 channels are poor (reception ratios around 60%) and unstable (large standard deviations).
This experiment shows that multi-channel protocols must have capabilities to work well with a
small number of available channels. Otherwise their performance may greatly degrade in such
indoor scenarios.
From above experiments, we can see that even the CC2420 chip provides 16 non-overlapping
channels, only a few available channels can be used simultaneously to do parallel transmission in
many application scenarios. On the other side, current node-based protocols try to assign different
channels to nodes in two-hop neighbors to avoid potential interference. Ideally, if we have enough
channels, all in-terference can be eliminated. However, the number of available channels is far
away below the number of nodes in two-hop neighbors, except in very sparse networks. For an
instance, in a normal sparse network in which every node has 3 neighbors in average, the average
number of nodes in two-hop neighborhood in 12, which exceeds the number of orthogonal channels.
Therefore, after channel assignments, nodes within two hops may still use the same channel and
cause radio collisions. In order to deal with such a problem, node-based protocols have to use more
complex coordination schemes. For example, MMSN [118] adds techniques of toggle snooping and
toggle transmission in each time slot. These schemes require more precise time synchronization or
add more scheduling overhead, which make node-based protocol even harder to deploy in real
systems.
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3.1.3

Impact of Time Synchronization Errors

Another crucial factor which can greatly impact the performance of current node-based protocols
is time synchronization error. As mentioned before, current node-based schemes need precise time
synchronization at each node to coordinate transmissions and channel switching. But, low-power
Micaz motes cannot provide very high time accuracy. The clock drift of a Micaz is known to be
40ppm (part-per-million), which means that the clock drift can be 40µs after 1 second. In order to
investigate the impact of time errors, we conduct a set of experiments on Micaz motes. We put 5
Micaz motes on a line. The first node transmits packets to the final node one-by-one hop. Each
node is assigned a unique channel. At the beginning, all nodes are synchronized.
First, we use a simple time-slot based scheme as a prototype of node-based protocols. In this
scheme, a time period of 10ms is divided into two time slots. In the first time slot, nodes in odd positions switch their channel and send packets to their next nodes, while nodes in even positions stay at
their own channels and receive packets, and vice versa in the second slot. With different data rates at
the source, we measure the end-to-end performance in terms of packet reception ratios. After these
experiments, we wait for 10 minutes, do the same experiment again without re-synchronization
and measure the second set of results, which present the performance of the node-based protocol
with time errors. Finally, we modify all nodes to use a single channel, and employ the standard
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CSMA protocol to transmit packets. These results are illustrated in Figures 3.4. It can be seen
that without time errors, the node-based scheme always has higher packet reception ratios than the
single channel scheme. The saturated packet rate (packet reception ratio is above 90%) of the two
schemes are around 90msg/sec and 50msg/sec, respectively. On the other hand, with time errors,
the node-based protocol has very low packet reception ratios. The saturated packet rate is around
10msg/sec, which means that the protocol can only support a low data rate for end-to-end traffic (around 3kb/s) without synchronization. This experiment confirms that node-based protocols
can improve communication performance, but have large performance degradation with time errors. Furthermore, this degradation can be amplified in large and dense networks, with longer paths
and more complex coordination schemes. It also shows that node-based protocols cannot provide
reliable and stable communication services for high data rate traffic. One possible solution is to
perform the time synchronization operation periodically. For the above experiments, nodes need to
be synchronized more frequently than every 10 minutes to guarantee the performance. However,
time synchronization protocols in WSNs can be costly, consuming extra bandwidth and power,
which makes frequently re-synchronizing impractical, especially for high data rate mission-critical
applications or for dense and larger networks.

3.1.4

Discussion on Multi-channel Realities

In this section, we studied three aspects of multi-channel reality in wireless sensor networks through
intensive experiments. Our analysis focuses on how these properties impact the channel assignment
strategy and current multi-channel MAC protocols. First, we find that the channel switching time
is around 24µs. Such short channel-switching time does not significantly decrease the bandwidth,
even when nodes change channels for every packet. Secondly, we find that the number of available orthogonal channels is small because of adjacent channel interference and interference with
802.11 networks. In dense networks, it is impossible to assign different channels to neighboring
nodes. With such a small number of channels, existing MAC protocols have to use complicated coordination schemes, which need highly precise time synchronization among nodes. However, our
third study shows that current multi-channel protocols have large performance degradation even
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with small time synchronization errors. The degradation becomes even severe in dense networks
with high-volume traffics, which indicates that new multi-channel protocols are needed for missioncritical applications. Our study also gives two criteria for multi-channel protocol design in sensor
networks. First protocols should work well with a small number of channels. Secondly, it should
not have too sophisticated coordination scheme, especially not require time synchronization or at
least not require frequent synchronizations among nodes.

3.2

TMCP: A Novel Tree-based Multi-channel Protocol

Figure 3.5: The conceptual design of TMCP

In this section, we propose a novel tree-based multi-channel protocol (TMCP) for missioncritical applications, which allocates channels to disjoint trees and exploits parallel transmissions
among trees. In order to minimize interference within trees, we define a new channel assignment
problem which is proven NP-complete. Then we propose a greedy channel allocation algorithm
which outperforms other schemes in dense networks with a small number of channels. We also
presented the evaluation results of TMCP in this section.
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Overall Design

Every multi-channel protocol for WSNs has two main components, channel assignment and transmission coordination. As shown in section 3.1, the multi-channel realities of WSNs affect current
node-based multi-channel protocols in both components. The small number of available orthogonal channels cannot satisfy the requirement of node-based channel assignment, especially for dense
networks. Unavoidable time errors impact transmission coordination among nodes with different
channels, especially for applications with high data rates. In order to overcome these two problems
in practical networks, we believe that new multi-channel schemes should first use a coarse-grained
channel assignment strategy, instead of node-level assignment, and secondly, it should try to avoid
complex coordination schemes by reducing channel switching and communication among nodes
with different channels.
On the other side, we also notice that sensor networks have a dominant traffic pattern, the
data collection traffic, where multiple information flows generated at sensor nodes converge to
the base-station. Currently, most data collection schemes build some tree structure connecting the
base station and nodes, and then forward packets along the tree. However, with a single channel,
transmission collisions within the tree and flow congestions at nodes greatly decrease the network
performance.
Based on above observations, we propose a Tree-based Multi-Channel Protocol (TMCP) for
data collection applications in WSNs. The idea of using multi-channel is to firstly partition the
whole network into multiple vertex-disjoint subtrees all rooted at the base station and allocate different channels to each subtree, and then forward each flow only along its corresponding subtree,
shown in Figure 3.5. The superiority of TMCP is two-fold. First, for practical concerns, with a
coarse-grained channel assignment, it requires much fewer channels than node-based protocols.
Also since every flow is forwarded in one subtree with one channel, we do not need a sophisticated channel coordination scheme, which implies that TMCP can work without the need for time
synchronization. Secondly, for performance concerns, because it assigns different channels among
subtrees, it can increase network throughput and reduce packet losses by eliminating inter-tree interferences and exploiting spatial reuses of parallel transmissions among subtrees.
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TMCP has three components, Channel Detection (CD), Channel Assignment (CA), and Data
Communication (DC). The CD module finds available orthogonal channels which can be used in
the current environment. To do this, two motes are used to sample the link quality of each channel
by transmitting packets to each other, and then among all channels with good link qualities, nonadjacent channels are selected. At this point we have k channels.
Given k orthogonal channels, the CA module partitions the whole network into k subtrees and
assigns one unique channel to each subtree. This is the key part of TMCP. The goal of partitioning
is to decrease potential interference as much as possible. We can see that after partitioning, interferences in the original network can be divided into two categories, one is the interference among
different trees, called inter-tree interference, which is eliminated by assigning different orthogonal
channels to each subtree, and the other is the potential interference among nodes within a tree,
called the intra-tree interference. Because we assign the same channel to all nodes of one subtree,
the intra-tree interference cannot be avoided in our scheme and becomes the main performance bottleneck. So, the goal of partitioning is to divide networks into subtrees, each of which has lower
intra-tree interferences. In next section, we will further study this problem.
After assigning channels, the DC component manages the data collection through each subtree.
When a node wants to send information to the base station, it just uploads packets along the subtree
it belongs to. Here, we assume that the base station is equipped with multiple radio transceivers,
each of which works on one different channel. We can see that because of the tree-based channel
assignment strategy, DC is very simple without the need of time synchronization. Also, the base
station can use this network structure to perform data dissemination. When the base station wants
to send commands or update the code, it can send out packets through all transceivers, and then
packets will go through every subtree and reach all nodes in networks.

3.2.2

Minimum Interference Channel Assignment Problem

TMCP uses a new tree-based channel assignment scheme. As mentioned earlier, the goal of this
assignment scheme is to minimize intra-tree interferences. In this subsection, we formally define
this problem, study its complexity, and present a greedy algorithm, and evaluate its performance by
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simulation experiments.

3.2.2.1

Model and Problem Definition

We assume that a sensor network is a static graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of all nodes in the
network, and E is the set of edges between two nodes who can talk to each other in one hop. Here,
we only consider the data collection traffic in networks. Next, we define the interference value of
a node in a tree. Reference [17] introduces an explicit definition of the interference value, based
on the number of other nodes potentially disturbed by transmission of this node. In other words,
interference is considered to be an issue at the sender instead of at the receiver. Because of the
fact that the interference is actually a problem occurring at the receiver, we use a receiver-centric
interference definition. The interference value of a node A is the number of other nodes by which
the reception at A can be disturbed.
Definition 3.1. The interference set of a node u should be defined as INT (u) = {v|u ∈ D(v, Iv )},
where D(v, Iv ) is the interference disk with node v in its center and radius Iv , and the interference
value of a node u is defined as int(u) = |INT (u)|.
Here, we assume that when a node is transmitting, all nodes within the transmitter’s interference
disk will be disturbed. We note that this assumption may not always be true in real networks because
the interference region is not spherical observed in [117], and interference sets of nodes may change
during the time. But we can use a larger interference disk to cover the actual interference region, and
compute a conservative interference set for each node. We use the interference range Iv instead of
the communication range Rv to describe the interference region. By the observations of [117], they
are different in real networks. Furthermore, we use the assumption from the protocol interference
model [56], where Iv = (1 + α) × Rv , and α > 0 implies that all of u’s neighbors belongs to INT (u).
Next, we define the intra-tree interference value of a tree. There are two concerns. First, we
should use the maximum interference value Imax as the interference value of the tree. Given the
bandwidth B at each node, it can be proved that the theoretical lower bound of the single-flow
capacity in this tree is B/Imax . Thus, Imax decides the lowest data rate of a single flow through the
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tree, which is important for applications. Secondly, since our interference model is receiver-centric
and leaf nodes are not receivers in data collection traffic, the interference of a tree is the maximum
interference value among all non-leaf nodes.
Definition 3.2. The intra-tree interference value of a tree T is defined as int(T ) = max{int(u) : u
is a non-leaf of T }
As an example, the intra-tree interference value of the tree in Figure 3.6 is 4, in spite of the fact
that there is a leaf node with the interference value of 5. Here, we want to emphasize that dealing
with the non-leaf condition is not trivia. In fact, it implies that if a node has a large interference
value, we can set it as a leaf and then it is not needed to receive packets from other nodes in the data
collection traffic. By doing this, we can indeed reduce the interference in the tree.

Figure 3.6: A tree with 7 nodes. Each node is labeled with the interference value. The intra-tree interference value of
the tree is 4

Now, we can define the partition and channel assignment problem. Given k available orthogonal
channels, the problem is to Partition a sensor network into k vertex-disjoint trees with Minimizing
the maximum intra-tree Interference value of all Trees, called the PMIT problem. Next, we study
its complexity.
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The Complexity of the PMIT problem

The PMIT problem is similar to graph coloring problem, but different at that this problem requires
that nodes with the same color construct a tree with minimum interference, while the graph coloring
problem seeks independent sets for each color. Unfortunately, we find that this problem is also NPcomplete, like the graph coloring problem. First, we restate this optimization problem as a decision
problem. Given an integer d, the decision PMIT problem < G, k, d > is to determine whether a
graph G can be partitioned into k node-disjoint trees and the interference value of every tree is no
more than d. The following theorem shows that this problem is NP-complete.
Theorem 3.1. The PMIT problem is NP-Complete.
Proof. First, it is clear that PMIT belongs to NP problem, because given a partition we can calculate
the interference value of each non-leaf node of trees, and get the interference value of each tree.
This verification can be performed straightforwardly in polynomial time.

Figure 3.7: Reducing k-coloring to PMIT. (a) original graph. (b) after adding a root. (c) after adding stars.

Next, we prove that the PMIT problem is NP-hard by reducing the k-coloring problem to PMIT.
Given a graph G = (V, E) and k colors, the k-coloring problem is to determine whether each node
can be assigned one color such that adjacent nodes must have different colors. Before the reduction,
we first calculate the maximum degree ∆ among all vertices of G. Then we define a structure
∆ + 1 − star, where a ∆ + 1-star consists of a vertex as the core and ∆ + 1 other vertices which are
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all adjacent to the core but have no edges to each other. The reduction algorithm takes as input an
instance < G, k > of k-coloring problem. It modifies the graph G into a new graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) as
follows. First, we add a new vertex r as the root, and directly connect the root to every vertex in G.
Then, for each edge (u, v) ∈ E, delete this edge, add a new ∆ + 1-star, called Suv , into the graph and
connects u and v to the core of this star respectively. At last, we calculate the proper interference
range of each vertex, such that the interference disk of one vertex only covers its neighbors; in
other words, the interference number of a vertex equals to its degree. After these operations, we get
a new instance of the decision PMIT problem < G0 , k, ∆ + 2 >. Obviously, this reduction can be
done in polynomial time. Figure 3.7 illustrates an example of the reduction. In the original graph,
∆ + 1 = 2. We first add the root, and then add 3-stars to replace every edge of the original graph.
Now, we show that the graph G can be k-colored if and only if the PMIT problem < G0 , k, ∆ +
2 > can be satisfied. First, suppose that graph G0 can be partitioned into a set G of trees T1 , T2 , . . . ,
Tk , which satisfy PMIT problem. Then we compute a collection Γ of sets of vertices C1 , C2 , . . . , Ck ,
where Ci = Ti ∩ V . We claim that Γ is a proper k coloring for graph G. First, it is clear that every
vertex of G is contained in one set of Γ. Secondly, for an arbitrary edge (u, v) in G, if both u and
v are in the same tree T after partitioning G0 , the star Suv must also belong to T , because the star
only connects to u and v. In T , the core of Suv is not a leaf and the interference value of the core is
∆ + 3, since the core has ∆ + 3 neighbors. Then the interference value of T must be at least ∆ + 3,
which contradicts the constraint of the PMIT problem < G0 , k, ∆ + 2 >. So, we prove that if any two
vertices u and v are adjacent in G, they are not in the same tree of G, which means that they are not
in the same set of Γ. Therefore, Γ is a proper k coloring for graph G.
On the other hand, if there is a proper k coloring Λ for graph G, where Λ = {C1 ,C2 , . . . ,Ck }, we
can construct a set of trees in G0 satisfying the PMIT problem < G0 , k, ∆ + 2 >. First, we add the
root r into every set Ci of Λ, and then for every star Suv , because u and v are adjacent, they must be
in two different sets Cu and Cv . We arbitrarily put the star Suv into one of two sets. Suppose it is the
set Cu , and then Cu induces a tree in G0 , in which original vertex u of G connects directly to the root
r, and the star Suv connects to u. Next, consider the interference value of T . Since the maximum
degree of u is ∆ in G, then there are at most ∆ stars connecting to u. The interference number of u is
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at most ∆ + 1, plus the root. For the core of the star Suv , the interference number is ∆ + 1, because it
lies in a ∆ + 1-star, and only u is in the same tree. Thus the interference value of T is at most ∆ + 2.
Therefore, we can finally find a set of trees satisfying PMIT.
Above all, we prove that the reduction is legal. Since k-coloring problem is NP-hard, the PMIT
is also NP-hard.

In the light of NP-completeness, there is no polynomial time exact algorithm which can always
find the optimal partition. In next subsection, we introduce a greedy heuristic for the PMIT problem.

3.2.2.3

The PMIT Algorithm

In this algorithm, we assume that the interference sets of all nodes are already known. For a node
u, let cu denote u’s channel, and pu denote u’s parent.
Algorithm 1 Greedy PMIT
Input: k channels, a graph G = (V, E), a root r and the interference set of every node.
Output: For each node u, cu and pu
Use BFS-Fat-tree algorithm to construct a fat-tree with rooted at r.
for each channel i do
Ti = r;
end for
for each node u do
cu = 0; pu = null;
end for
level = 1;
repeat
node list = {u|height(u) == level; cu == 0}
sort node list in ascending order by the number of node’s parents.
for each node u in node list do
find Ti which keep connected and has the least interference after adding u.
Ti = Ti ∪ {u}; cu = i; pu = v, which connects to u and has the least interference among all
nodes in Ti .
update the interference value of Ti .
end for
level + +;
until level > the maximum height of the fat tree
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Algorithm 2 Breadth-First-Search Fat tree
Input: a graph G = (V, E) and a root r.
Output: For every node u, its parent set parent(u) and its height in the tree height(u).
for each node u in G do
height(u) = max − Integer; parent(u) = null;
end for
S = r; height(r) = 0;
for each node u in S do
for each node u’s neighbor v do
if height(v) > height(u) then
height(v) = height(u) + 1;
parent(v) = parent(v) ∪ {u};
S = S ∪ {v};
end if
end for
end for
This algorithm firstly applies a Breadth-First search algorithm to compute a fat tree rooted at
the base station. There are two important properties of the fat tree. First, nodes keep its height and
have multiple parents on the fat tree. Secondly, the fat tree is actually a shortest path tree, where
branches from the base station to each node are paths with the least hop count, because we use BFS
strategy to build the tree.
Next, we execute the channel allocation one-by-one level from top to bottom on the fat tree. At
each level, we always process nodes with fewer parents first, because they are less free to choose
channels. For each node, we choose an optimal channel, in other words select an optimal tree to add
the node in. The criterion is that the tree must connect to the node, and adding the node brings the
least interference to this tree. If multiple trees tie, the tree with fewer nodes is chosen. After a node
joining a tree, it selects a parent which has the least interference value among all possible parents
within the tree selected. It is clear that the algorithm covers all nodes of graphs, and when a node
gets a channel, the algorithm ensures it connects to one tree rooted at r, which demonstrates the
correctness of the algorithm. The following theorem states the time complexity of the algorithm.
Theorem 3.2. The time complexity of the Greedy PMIT algorithm is O(d × k × n2 ), where d is the
diameter of the graph, n is the number of nodes, and k is the number of channels.
Proof. The time complexity of construing a FAT tree is O(d × ∆ × n), where ∆ is the maximum
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degree in the graph. In PMIT algorithm, Step 12 takes O(k × n) in the worst case, and the loop
beginning at Step 11 may run at most n time. Thus, the procedure within the repeat loop takes
O(k × n2 ), and the repeat loop iterates at most d times, because the tree height never exceeds the
diameter of the graphs. The time complexity is O(d × k × n2 ) in the worst case.



A good property of this algorithm is that every node keeps the shortest path to the base-station.
This property comes from the fact that the algorithm processes nodes one-by-one level from top to
bottom of this fat tree. Therefore, this partitioning algorithm does not require extra transmissions
and does not reduce the end-to-end delivery ratios, neither increase energy consumption during data
collection.
This algorithm can be easily modified to a distributed algorithm because it only needs a local search at each node. First, nodes can construct a fat tree by broadcasting messages. During
channel allocation, nodes make their own decision based on message from their parents, and notify
their children. Also, since the network is static, we can run the centralized algorithm once at the
beginning, or very infrequently, which is still practical even for large WSNs.

3.2.2.4

Evaluation of the Greedy Algorithm

As mentioned earlier, the network partition and channel assignment are very crucial to network
performance improvement. In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of our greedy algorithm. We develop a graph simulator in JAVA, which can randomly generate a graph, and apply
different schemes to do the channel allocation. In all experiments, we simulate a 200m × 200m
field, 250 nodes are uniformly distributed in the field, and the communication range is 10∼35m
and interference range is always 1.5 times as the communication range. Since we are the first to
study the PMIT problem, there are no other PMIT algorithms we can compare against. We use
three alternative schemes as comparisons. One is to apply the Prim’s algorithm to construct a minimum spanning tree as the data collection tree. This scheme is referred to as a base scheme with a
single channel. Secondly, we implement the Eavesdropping channel assignment method proposed
in [118]. We refer to it as a typical method used by node-based protocols. Note that this scheme
does not ensure the connectivity among nodes in each channel. Next, we find the maximum inter-
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ference value ρ among all nodes, and use ρ/k as the lower bound of the interference value after
allocating k channels. Finally, we run the greedy algorithm and measure the maximum interference
value among all trees after partitioning. In all experiments, each data point comes from the average
result of 50 repeated experiments. For each data point, we also give its 90% confidence interval.
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Figure 3.8: Performance Evaluation of the PMIT algorithm

In the first set of experiment, we use 3 channels and vary the number of neighbors by adjusting
the communication range. The result is shown in Figure 3.8(a). We can see that the greedy algorithm can always get around 1/3 interferences of the Prim’s algorithm with a single channel, which
shows that our algorithm efficiently utilize 3 channels to decrease interferences. Comparing with
Eavesdropping algorithm, we see that when the density is low, the Eavesdropping has less interferences than ours, mainly because it does not ensure the connectivity, but when the density becomes
larger, the greedy algorithm outperforms the random scheme, for example when the density is 18,
it gets 17% less interferences than Eavesdropping scheme. The reason is two-fold. First, when the
density is large, there are no enough channels for nodes in two hop neighbors, so Eavesdropping
have to randomly choose channels among nodes, which makes the maximum interference relatively
large. But our algorithm always tries to find the local optimal, which can achieve more stable performance. Secondly, when the density is large, our greedy algorithm has more chances to set nodes
with large interferences as leaves, which can further reduce interferences of subtrees. Finally, when
comparing with the lower bound, the result of our algorithm is close to the lower bound of the inter-
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ference value, and more importantly, the gap does not scale up with the density increasing, which
suggests that our greedy algorithm has a good scalability with different densities.
In the second experiment, the radio range is 35m and we change the number of available channels. Results are illustrated in Figure 3.8(b). It is clear that with the small number of channels, our
PMIT algorithm compute less interferences than Eavesdropping scheme, especially, when only 2
channels can be used, our algorithm has 24% less interferences than Eavesdropping scheme, and
51% less than a single channel. With more channels, performances of two schemes become closer.
When there are 8 channels, Eavesdropping scheme has 18% less interference than our greedy algorithms. Comparing with the lower bound, we can see that with the small number of channels, our
algorithm computes almost the same number of interferences as the lower bound.

3.2.3

Performance Evaluation of TMCP

TMCP uses the greedy algorithm in the channel assignment component. In this section, we evaluate
the communication performance of TMCP, by simulation and by experiments in a real testbed.

3.2.3.1

Simulation Evaluation

First, we evaluate the performance of TMCP through simulation experiments. We implement
TMCP in GloMoSim. We use the same setting as simulations in section 3.2.2.4, where the communication range is 10∼40m and the interference range is always 1.5 times as the communication
range. This communication model is typically used to simulate the RF model of the CC2420 radio.
Also, in the MAC layer, we use CSMA with the ACK-retransmission mechanism, which ensures
that most packets can be received.
We conduct three sets of experiments. In the first two experiments, we compare TMCP with
2 and 4 channels and a spanning tree routing protocol with a single channel. First, we measure
network performance with different node density. In this experiment, there are 50 Many-to-one
CBR streams in the network, and the rate of each CBR is 40 packets per second. Results are shown
in Figure 3.9, with the 90% confidence interval of each data point. According to the results, TMCP
outperforms the original protocol in the following aspects. 1) By using the sophisticated network
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partition and frequency assignment algorithm, TMCP with 2 and 4 channels can decrease potential
transmission collisions, which leads to an average 1.6 and 2.7 times higher aggregate throughput
than the spanning tree algorithm. 2) By splitting traffic into different subtrees, TMCP decreases
radio collisions as well as traffic congestion, which leads to higher packet delivery ratios and lower
latency. 3) When the node density is increasing, TMCP shows good scalability. For example, in
Figure 3.9(a) TMCP with 4 channels results in an increasing throughput as the number of neighbors
increases, because with more nodes, TMCP more evenly partitions and channel allocation, which
leads to better spatial reuse of concurrent transmissions. TMCP with 2 channels also shows this
trend, but stops increasing the throughput when nodes have more than 20 neighbors, because the
number of interferences exceeds the capacity of 2 channels.
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Figure 3.9: Performance with different node density

Second, we measure the performance with different network workloads. In Figure 3.10, we
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see that TMCP always exhibits better performance than the spanning tree protocol, especially in
heavy workloads. For example, with 50 CBR streams TMCP with 4 channels achieves 2.8 times
aggregated throughput and 42% lower delivery latency than the spanning tree. Also, the spanning
tree protocol has a decreased packet delivery ratio from 95.2% to 92.1% in Figure 3.10(b), while
TMCP has a much smaller decrease. This is because TMCP splits heavy workloads into different
trees and is more tolerant to system load variation than the spanning tree algorithm. However, we
also find the performance of TMCP is unstable. For example, in Figure 3.10(b), when the workload
increases, the variation of delivery ratios of TMCP becomes larger. This is because these CBR
streams are not evenly distributed among subtrees, and flow congestion can occurs on subtrees at
which many CBR streams cluster.
Last, we compare TMCP with MMSN [118], a typical node-based multi-channel protocol. In
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this group of experiments, 50 CBR streams are used and the node density is set to 38, by configuring
the radio range to 40m. As mentioned in section 3.1, time synchronization errors may impact the
performance of multi-channel protocols. Here with the number of channels changing, we compare
TMCP and MMSN with different time errors. All results are presented in Figure 3.11. Here, we
compare throughput, delivery ratio and energy consumption. Overall, the performance of TMCP
and MMSN is very close. More precisely, when the number of channels is small, TMCP has a little
better performance than MMSN. For example, in Figure 3.11(a), TMCP achieves a 10% higher
throughput on average than MMSN with less than 5 channels. But when the number of channels
increases, MMSN outperforms TMCP. This agrees with the evaluation results in section 3.2.2.4,
where our channel assignment algorithm works better than other channel assignment schemes with
a small number of channels. Also Figure 3.11(c) shows that the power consumption of TMCP and
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MMSN are close. However, here we only consider the power consumption of data communication.
As discussed in section 3.2.2.3, the channel assignment is executed infrequently, and that power
consumption can be amortized during the time. On the other hand, time synchronization errors
cause a great performance degradation for MMSN, but without any impact on TMCP. Considering
multi-channel realities, TMCP is more suitable for practical WSNs than node-based multi-channel
protocols.

Evaluation in a Real Testbed
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Figure 3.12: Evaluation in a test bed

Besides simulation evaluations, we also implement TMCP in a real testbed with Micaz motes.
The testbed consisted of 20 Micaz motes, and four motes are laid closely together to act as a base
station with four transceivers. Before the experiment, we first use the channel detection technique
described in subsection 3.2.1 to find available orthogonal channels, and then run the channel assignment algorithm on a PC. After computing the assignment, the results are sent out to all motes.
During the experiments, some nodes are selected as sources to transmit packets to the base station. We conduct two sets of experiment, and compare a normal spanning tree protocol with a
single channel and TMCP with 2 and 4 channels. All experiments are repeated several times and
averaged.
In the first set of experiments, while changing the number of sources, we measure the packet
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reception ratios. Here, all sources send packets with the data rate of 20 packets per second. The results are shown in Figure 3.12(a). We see that when the number of sources is above 4, the spanning
tree protocol has low reception ratios below 60%, while TMCP with 2 channels can get high reception ratio until there are 8 sources and TMCP with 4 channels always maintains a high reception
ratio. Performance gains of TMCP come from the fact that it effectively reduces interferences and
mitigates congestion at nodes.
In the second set of experiments, we use 4 sources in the networks, and change the data rate
of the sources. We also measure packet reception ratios at the base station. The result is shown at
Figure 3.12(b). We see that the saturated data rate (reception ratio above 80%) of the sources is 20
packets per seconds for the spanning tree protocol. For TMCP with 2 channels, the saturated rate
is 30 packets per seconds, and TMCP with 4 channels can support 50 packets per second. These
experiments show that TMCP works well in real sensor networks.
Above all, our evaluation results show that TMCP better accommodate multi-channel realities
found in WSNs than other multi-channel protocols, and more suitable to provide reliable, lowlatency and robust communication for high-rate and dense WSNs for mission-critical applications.

3.3

Pruning TMCP: Reliable Tree-based Multi-channel Protocol

In the last section, we present TMCP, a novel tree-based Multi-channel protocols, which significantly improves network performance, in terms of throughput, delivery ratio and latency. Especially, TMCP outperforms existing protocols in dense networks with high volume traffic, which
makes it a better solution for communication requirements of mission-critical WSN applications.
TMCP is designed with the assumption that all links have the same quality, and low-level MAC
protocols provide reliable point-to-point transmissions. However, this assumption may not hold for
many mission-critical applications, where links in networks exhibit the great heterogeneity in link
qualities. In [64], Shan et al. observe different packet reception ratios of links and identify two
types (stable and unstable) of links in an indoor WSN system. This quality diversity is caused by
multi-path fading of signals and shadowing effects of humans and obstacles. In [88], Sexton et
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al. measure the link characteristics in several industrial facilities, which consist of rooms with lots
of metal surfaces and rotating machinery. Their results show that links in this environment have a
wide quality range and vary substantially in stabilities. From all these observations, it is clear that
multi-channel protocol design should consider the link diversity in WSNs, and address potential
delivery failures caused by poor links.
Unfortunately, the original TMCP cannot guarantee reliable end-to-end deliveries in the presence of the link diversity. TMCP builds routing sub-trees to minimizing interferences. It is possible
that routing trees consist of low-quality links, which leads to the delivery failures. In this section, we
focus on how to extend TMCP to minimize interferences, as well as to meet end-to-end reliability
requirements.

3.3.1

Model and Reliable Channel Assignment Problem

We extend the basic network model in Section 3.2.2.1 with the link quality metric. For every link
(edge) e, p(e) stands for the probability of successful transmission for a single attempt on this link.
In realities, this probability can be obtained by link estimation methods in [33] [102]. Also, the
function pdr(e, x) denotes the probability of successful transmission for x attempts (retransmissions), and we have pdr(e, x) = 1 − [1 − p(e)]( x). Next, we assume that there is only one base
station in the network. For node u, E2EPDR(u) stands for the probability of successful transmission from node u to the base station. Suppose that packets are relayed along a k-hop path, and then
we have E2EPDR(u) = ∏ki=1 pdr(ei , x), where ei is the ith link along the path. Finally, we use RR
to denote the minimum acceptable probability of successful transmission from nodes to the base
station. Given a RR, the communication reliability requirement is: ∀u ∈ G, E2EPDR(u) ≥ RR.
With this model, we extend the PMIT problem in Section 3.2.2.1 to a new reliable channel
assignment problem. Given k available orthogonal channels and the reliability requirement RR,
the problem is to Partition a sensor network into k vertex-disjoint trees, such that (1) the partition
minimizes the maximum intra-tree Interference value of all Trees; (2) ∀u ∈ G, E2EPDR(u) ≥ RR.
We call this problem as RPMIT problem. As an extension of the PMIT problem, the RPMIT
problem is also NP-Complete.
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The pruning algorithm

As mentioned before, TMCP effectively reduces interferences by building optimal routing subtrees,
but it cannot meet the reliability requirements, because subtrees may consist of low-quality links. In
order to address this issue, we propose a two-step solution. First, we use a pruning algorithm to remove all links which cannot meet the reliability requirement, and then run TMCP on the remaining
fat tree to minimize interferences.
In order to prune the fat tree, we firstly use a downward pruning. During the iteration, we
first compute the E2EPDR of parent nodes, and then remove links that connect to child nodes but
make children’s E2EPDR lower than RR. Since a node may have multiple path to the root on the
fat tree, one question is which E2EPDR should be used to compute the E2EPDR of its children.
The first option is to use the minimum E2EPDR which always guarantees that all remaining paths
can meet the reliability requirement. But this over strict pruning removes links that actually can
be used in a quality path, and may make it impossible for low-level nodes to find a path. It also
makes the remaining fat tree too sparse, thus reduce the choices for the channel assignment. On
the contrary, the second option is to use the maximum E2EPDR, which only removes links whose
qualities are too poor and cannot be used in any path. But it cannot guarantee that all remaining
paths are qualified.
We choose to use the maximum E2EPDR during the downward pruning. After that, we further
run an upward pruning from leaf nodes to the root. The upward pruning aims to remove lowquality links to guarantee that all remaining paths are qualified. We introduce a new node property,
the required end-to-end delivery ratio, denoted as RE2EPDR. For a node u, RE2EPDR(u) is defined as the minimum E2EPDR that allows u’s descendants to meet the reliability requirements.
RE2EPDR(u) can be computed by:

RE2EPDR(u) =

min

(

v∈{u0 schildren}

RR
)
RE2EPDR(v) ∗ pdr(eu,v , x)

(3.2)

During the upward pruning, we compute the RE2EPDR(u) for any node u, and then remove
u’s upstreaming link eu,p , if pdr(eu,p , x) < RE2EPDR(u). Here, the upstreaming link e is the link
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connecting u and u’s parent p. This upward pruning guarantees that all remaining paths meet the
reliability requirement, because it only keeps links that satisfy all descendants’ RE2EPDR requirements. The detailed algorithm is presented in the following.
Our pruning algorithm has two good properties. First, it keeps the connectivity of the graph.
More specifically, if there exist a qualified path connecting a node u to the root in the original
graph, it is guaranteed that u still connects to the root with a qualified path after pruning. Second,
the algorithm guarantees that the remaining network consists of only qualified path. This property
results from the upward pruning which removes all links that cannot meet the minimum reliability
requirement. The following theorem states the time complexity of the algorithm.
Theorem 3.3. The time complexity of the pruning algorithm is O(d ×∆×n), where d is the diameter
of the graph, ∆ is the maximum degree in the graph and n is the number of nodes.
Proof. The time complexity of the pruning algorithm is equal to the time complexity of construing
a FAT tree, which is O(d × ∆ × n)



As well as TMCP, this pruning algorithm can be changed to a distributed algorithm because
every node only needs to collect information from its neighbors (parents and children). In real deployment, we can first measure link qualities in networks, and run the pruning algorithm and TMCP
at the beginning. During run-time, the pruning algorithm and TMCP can be triggered periodically
to ensure the communication reliability.

3.3.3

Evaluation of the Pruning TMCP

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the new TMCP in two steps. First, we analyze the
performance of the original and new TMCP by observing their impact on two network properties.
The first property is the percentage of reliable end-to-end routes, defined as the percentage of nodes
which have a qualified route to the base station over all nodes. The latter metric is the number
of potential interferences. We develop a graph simulator in JAVA, which can randomly generate a
graph, and apply different schemes to do the channel allocation. In all experiments, we simulate a
200m × 200m field, 250 nodes are uniformly distributed in the field, and the communication range
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Algorithm 3 The Pruning Algorithm
Input: a graph G = (V, E), a root r, a link quality profile p(e) for every e ∈ E, the maximum
number of retransmissions n and the end-to-end reliability requirement RR.
Output: a new graph G0 = (V, E 0 )
G0 ← G
Use BFS-Fat-tree algorithm to construct a fat-tree with rooted at r.
h←0
while h <= the fat-tree’s max height do
for each node u in the tree level h do
max E2EPDR ← 0
for each parent p in parent(u) do
if E2EPDR(p) ∗ pdr(eu,p , n) < RR then
remove eu,p from G0
else
if E2EPDR(p) ∗ pdr(eu,p , n) > max E2EPDR then
max E2EPDR ← E2EPDR(p) ∗ pdr(eu,p , n)
end if
end if
end for
E2EPDR(u) ← max E2EPDR
end for
h ← h+1
end while
for each leaf node u do
RE2EPDR(u) ← 1
for each parent p in parent(u) do
if pdr(eu,p , x) < RE2EPDR(u) then
remove eu,p from G0
end if
end for
end for
h ← the fat-tree’s max height − 1
while h > 0 do
for each node u in the tree level h do
min RE2EPDR ← 1
for each child node c in children(u) do
RR
if RE2EPDR(c)∗pdr(e
< min RE2EPDR then
u,c ,x)
RR
min RE2EPDR ← RE2EPDR(v)∗pdr(e
u,c ,x)
end if
end for
RE2EPDR(u) ← min RE2EPDR
for each parent p in parent(u) do
if pdr(eu,p , x) < RE2EPDR(u) then
remove eu,p from G0
end if
end for
end for
h ← h−1
end while
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is 10∼35m and interference range is always 1.5 times as the communication range. In order to
simulate the link diversity in real systems, we follow the link quality model in [64], where links
are categorized as poor links and good links. In simulations, the packet reception ratio of one good
link is randomly selected in the range of [0.9, 1], while that of poor links in [0.5, 0.8]. We also
assume that the maximum number of retransmission is 2, the end-to-end reliability requirement
RR is 80%, and there are 3 available channels to use. Besides the original and Pruning TMCP, we
also run the reliable spanning tree algorithm, which use Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute a spanning
tree on which each node connects to the base station through the maximum reliability (weight)
route. This approach can always achieve the maximum percentage of reliable end-to-end routes,
but cannot reduce the number of potential collisions. We refer it as the best single-channel tree-base
routing scheme. In all experiments, each data point comes from the average result of 50 repeated
experiments. For each data point, we also give its 90% confidence interval.
In the first set of experiments, we study the performance of all three approaches with differentlevel link diversities, by varying the ratio of poor links in networks. All results are shown in Figure
3.13(a). All three algorithms compute less reliable routes when poor links increase in networks,
but the reliable spanning tree and the pruning TMCP compute much more reliable routes than
TMCP. For instance, with 30% poor links, TMCP makes only 42% nodes with reliable routes,
but the pruning TMCP makes over 85% nodes with reliable routes. This reliability improvement
comes from the fact that the pruning algorithm removes poor links which lead to unreliable routes.
Furthermore, it is clear that the Pruning TMCP has the almost same result with the reliable spanning
tree scheme. As aforementioned, the reliable spanning tree can always find a reliable route if
existed. This result demonstrates that the pruning algorithm prunes sufficient links and ensures that
the remaining network consists of only reliable routes.
In the second set of experiments, we observe the performance of three approaches under different node densities, by varying the number of neighbors. In these experiments, networks consists of
20% poor links. As shown in Figure 3.13(b), both TMCP schemes get much less potential interferences of the reliable spanning tree scheme, which demonstrates that the channel assignment scheme
efficiently utilizes 3 channels to reduce interferences. Comparing with the original TMCP, this new
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pruning TMCP has more interferences. For example, with 10 neighbors,the pruning TMCP gets
around 12 potential interferences, while the original TMCP has around 10 interferences. This performance degradation is expected because the pruning algorithm removes a number of links, make
the network sparser, and then reduce channel selection options. Overall,the pruning TMCP significantly improves the end-to-end reliability with the cost of slightly more potential interferences,
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Figure 3.13: Performance Evaluation of the Pruning TMCP algorithm

As the second step of our evaluation, we measure the general performance of the pruning TMCP
with network traffic. The performance metrics include throughput, end-to-end delivery ratio, and
latency. We implement both TMCP in GloMoSim. In this experiment, the percentage of poor links
in networks is 20%, the average number of neighbors is 10, and the number of available channels
is 4. Other settings are the same with previous experiments. Since mission-critical applications
trigger burst and crowed traffic, our evaluation focuses on studying the performance with different
network workloads, by varying the number of CBR streams in networks. Results are shown in
In Figure 3.14. We can see that the Pruning TMCP always exhibits better performance than the
spanning tree and the original TMCP, especially with higher reliability and lower latency. For
example, with 35 CBR streams, the pruning TMCP improves end-to-end delivery ratio by 12% and
reduces the latency by 35% over TMCP. This performance improvement is because the pruning
TMCP removes poor links, and tends to choose better links to build the routing tree, which increase
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Figure 3.14: Performance with different network workloads

the likelihood of successful transmissions and reduce the number of retransmissions. Furthermore,
the pruning TMCP is more tolerant to workload increase than TMCP. When the number of CBR
streams increases, all three schemes have a reliability decrease and a latency increase. But the
pruning TMCP has the least performance degradation among all three. Finally, we also observe that
the performance of the pruning TMCP is still unstable, indicated by the large confidence interval.
More specifically, the pruning TMCP achieves poor performance, if CBR streams are not evenly
distributed among routing trees, which causes the unbalanced load among channels and lead to more
collisions and congestions. This observation indicates the necessity of taking the traffic information
into channel assignment consideration.
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Traffic Aware Channel Assignment

In previous sections, we present TMCP and the pruning TMCP. Like most other existing multichannel protocols, these two schemes offer some static solutions to channel allocations, aiming to
minimize potential interference among nodes. Since topologies of sensor networks are quite static,
such static solutions can be executed in the deployment time, or infrequently during runtime, and
they help MAC protocols improve communication performance on average.
In this section, we focus on channel assignment problems in sensor networks. We believe that
existing static approaches for channel assignment are insufficient because of two reasons. First,
they try to reduce potential interference with the assumption that all nodes have the same amount of
traffic to carry simultaneously. This assumption is not true for most WSNs, where only a fraction
of nodes need to transmit packets at any time. Second, even though a specific sensor network is
deployed statically, the traffic volume and pattern can vary significantly both across the deployment
area and across time. For example, a military intrusion detection sensor network [39] may have
a regular and low speed traffic involving a few nodes when no intrusion is occurring, but may
experience a large burst of traffic affecting a lot of nodes when enemy tanks are detected. Such
traffic variability can change the interference pattern, and hence a multi-channel MAC with static
channel assignment will severely suffer in terms of performance.
To improve current channel assignment solutions, we develop and systematically study the notion of traffic-aware channel assignment for WSNs. We start by considering a setting where perfect
information about current and future traffic is available. Then we propose a new channel assignment scheme which exploits this traffic information to minimize interference occurring with real
traffic. We compare this scheme with two typical static channel assignment schemes by simulation,
and results show that being traffic-aware can substantially improve the performance of channel
assignment. This baseline analysis helps establish the potential benefits of traffic-aware channel
assignment algorithms.
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Channel Assignment Scheme

In this subsection, we first explain two typical static channel assignment schemes [118]:even selection and eavesdropping, and then propose a new traffic-aware channel assignment approach, which
uses traffic information to achieve load balance among channels and effectively reduces runtime
system interference. Lastly, we compare our traffic-aware channel assignment with the two existing
approaches through simulation evaluation.

3.4.1.1

Static Channel Assignment

In channel assignment, each node is assigned a physical channel for data reception. The assigned
channel is broadcast to its neighbors, so that each node knows what channel to use to transmit
unicast packets to each of its neighbors. In order to reduce communication interference and hence
reduce hidden terminal problems [43], static solutions evenly assign available channels to nodes
within two communication hops. In WSNs, such static channel assignments are considered to
either be done once at the beginning of the system deployment, or it can be done very infrequently
for adaptation to system aging. In this subsection, we describe two channel assignment schemes
proposed in [118]: even selection and eavesdropping.
Even Selection In even selection assignment, nodes first exchange their IDs among two communication hops [117], so that each node knows its two-hop neighbors’s IDs. To achieve this, each
node first beacons its node ID to neighbors, so that each node knows its neighbors’s IDs within
one communication hop. Then, each node beacons again, broadcasting all neighbors’s IDs it has
collected during the previous beacon round. Therefore, after two rounds of beacons, all nodes get
their neighbors’ IDs within two communication hops.
After the two rounds of beacons, nodes begin to choose data receiving frequencies (or channels)
in the increasing order of their ID values. If a node has the smallest ID among its two communication hops, it chooses a channel first and it chooses the smallest channel among available channels.
The node then beacons its channel choice within two hops. If a node’s ID is not the smallest among
two hops, it waits for channel decisions from other nodes within two hops that have smaller IDs.
When decisions from all those nodes are made and are also received, the node chooses the smallest
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available (not chosen by any of its two-hop neighbors) channel. If all channels have been chosen
by at least one two-hop neighbor, it randomly chooses one of the least chosen channels. After picking a channel, the node broadcasts its choice within two hops. We call this scheme even selection,
which makes an even allocation of available frequencies to all nodes within any two communication
hops. When the number of frequencies is at least as large as the two-hop node number, even selection guarantees to assign different frequencies to different nodes within any two-hop neighborhood.
When the number of frequencies is small, even selection allows two-hop neighbors evenly share the
available frequencies.
Eavesdropping We observe that although even selection results in even sharing of available
frequencies among two-hop neighbors, it requires a number of two-hop broadcasts. To reduce
the communication overhead, a lightweight eavesdropping scheme is also proposed in [118]. In
eavesdropping, each node takes a random backoff before it broadcasts its physical channel decision.
Each node also records overheard physical channel choices during the backoff period. After the
random backoff, a node randomly chooses one of the least chosen frequencies for data reception.
Compared with even selection, eavesdropping requires less communication overhead, but leads to
more potential conflicts since it only collects information within one hop rather than two hops for
channel decisions.

3.4.1.2

Traffic-Aware Channel Assignment

In this section, we introduce a traffic-aware channel assignment scheme. Here, the term ”traffic
aware” means that nodes have knowledge about future traffic. More precisely, nodes know their
reception data rates of the future. Now, we assume that the traffic data rate does not change, while
in the future we intend to discuss dynamic traffic. One practical problem is the dissemination of
dynamic traffic information to nodes. One practical way is that at regular intervals, nodes calculate
the reception data rate, and use it to determine channel assignment. Also, considering that sensor
networks are used to periodically collect environment data in most scenarios, upper layers can pass
such application information to the channel assignment component, and then the reception data rate
can be inferred from those collection tasks’ settings.
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Now, every node is assigned a traffic weight, which corresponds to its future reception data
rate. The problem is to assign the right channel to each node, aiming to minimize the maximum
load of any channels within the two-hop neighborhood of any node. Here, we choose this goal
because the more load one channel takes, the more likely radio collisions occur in this channel.
Also, the channel load affects the throughput and the latency of communication. We also find that
this problem is very similar to the load balancing job scheduling problem, where each channel can
be viewed as one machine, and the traffic weight of each node corresponds to the processing time
of each job. The difference between these two problems is that in our channel assignment, we
require the load balance within any two-hop neighborhood, but the job scheduling problem only
asks the load balance for one group of machines. If the diameter of this network is two hops, our
traffic-aware channel assignment problem is the exact same problem with the load balancing job
scheduling problem. Since the job scheduling problem is NP-hard, it is clear that our traffic-aware
channel assignment problem is also NP-hard.
In the light of NP-completeness, there is no polynomial time exact algorithm which can always
find the optimal assignment. Next, we propose a greedy traffic-aware channel assignment scheme.
First, nodes exchange their IDs and their traffic weights among two communication hops, so
that each node knows its two-hop neighbors’ IDs and traffic weights. After nodes collect traffic
information of all neighbors within two hops, they make channel decisions in the decreasing order
of their traffic weight, with the smallest node ID used as a tie breaker. If a node has the greatest
traffic weight among its two communication hops, it chooses the channel with the least load among
available channels, and then beacons the channel choice within two hops. After receiving this
beacon, nodes update the load of the corresponding channel. If a node’s traffic weight is not the
greatest one among two hops, it waits for channel decisions from other nodes within two hops that
have greater weight. A node also waits for all nodes with equal weight but lower node ID to make
decisions first. After decisions from all nodes with greater weight or equal weight but lower node
ID are received, a node chooses the channel with the least load. Since nodes choose channels in
sequence by decreasing weight with a node ID tiebreaker, our assignment algorithm will always
converge for any set of nodes and traffic weights.
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Table 3.1: Simulation Configuration

TERRAIN
Node Number
Node Placement
Application
Payload Size
Routing Layer
MAC Layer
Radio Layer
Radio Bandwidth
Radio Range

3.4.2

(200m×200m) Square
289
Uniform
Many-to-Many/Gossip CBR Streams
32 Bytes
GF
CSMA/MMSN
RADIO-ACCNOISE
250 Kbps
20m∼45m

Performance Evaluation

In this subsection, we compare the performance of two static channel assignment schemes and the
new traffic-aware assignment. We assume that every node has perfect knowledge about its future
reception data rate.
For this performance evaluation, two groups of experiments are designed. In the first group,
different system loads are used, and in the second group of experiments, the number of available
channels is varied.
For all the two groups of experiments, four performance metrics are adopted: aggregate MAC
throughput, packet delivery ratio, channel access delay, and energy consumption per successfully
delivered data byte. The packet delivery ratio is calculated as the ratio of the total number of data
packets successfully delivered by the MAC layer over the total number of data packets the network
layer requests the MAC to transmit. The aggregate MAC throughput measures the performance
gain and is calculated as the total amount of useful data successfully delivered through the MAC
layer in the system per unit time. The channel access delay measures the time delay a data packet
from the network layer waits for the channel before it gets sent out. The energy consumption per
byte is the system wide energy consumed for successfully delivering one byte of user data.
During all the experiments, the Geographic Forwarding (GF) [51] routing protocol is used and
the simulation is configured according to the settings in Table r̃eftab:glomo-config. For each data
value we present in the results, we also give its 90% confidence interval.
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Performance Evaluation with Different System Loads
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Figure 3.15: Performance Evaluation with Different System Loads

In the first group of experiments, we explore traffic-aware assignment’s performance when
different system loads are used, which are generated by different numbers of CBR streams. In the
experiments, the node density is set to 38, and the number of available channels is 5.
As Figure 3.15 shows, for all the system loads we configure from 15 CBR streams to 50 CBR
streams, it is observed that traffic-aware assignment always exhibits better performance than static
schemes in all performance metrics in all scenarios. For example, as shown in Figure 3.15, comparing with the best static scheme, traffic-aware scheme achieve average 13.5% higher aggregate
throughput as shown in (b), and average 0.74 less backoff per packet shown in (d). It is clear
that traffic-aware channel assignment effectively reduces the radio interference, and by keeping the
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load balance among channels, it mitigates packet congestions within channels, and leads to high
throughput and lower latency.
Another interesting trend is that when the system load is light or heavy, the traffic-aware assignment outperforms static schemes with a large gap, but when the system load is medium, like 30
streams, the performance of the traffic-aware scheme is very close to static schemes. One possible
reason is that with such medium load, most nodes have similar traffic weights, which make static
schemes also get good performance.

3.4.2.2

Performance Evaluation with Different numbers of channels
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Figure 3.16: Performance Evaluation with Different numbers of channels

In many deployed sensor network systems, the number of available channels may vary. For
example, in an indoor scenario, the interference from WiFi network may decrease the number
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of available channels that sensor networks can use. So, in the second group of experiments, we
evaluate the performance of channel assignment schemes when different numbers of channels are
utilized. The number is increased from 1 to 16, and a many-to-many traffic pattern is used that
consists of 50 CBR streams.
Once again, the experimental results confirm that traffic-aware assignment always achieves
a higher performance than static schemes, which can be observed in Figure 3.16 (a)∼(d). The
corresponding reasons can be found in the first groups of experiments and are not repeated here.
It is shown that when the channel number is small, for example 1 or 2, the performance of all
four is very close. When we have many channels like 16, the performance is also close. On the
other side, when the channel number is medium, like 4, 6, 8, the traffic-aware scheme obviously
outperforms others. We believe that in practices, one sensor network may co-exist with other sensor
networks or WiFi networks, and in most cases, the number of available channels is around such
medium numbers.
Overall, our simulation evaluation demonstrates that the traffic-aware channel assignment
greatly improves multi-channel MAC performance: it significantly enhances the the packet delivery
ratio and throughput, while at the same time reducing channel access delay and energy consumption. This traffic-aware work is still in its early stage. In the future, we are going to study how
to efficiently deal with the traffic variability during system runtime. Some questions are: how to
predict the future traffic? When traffic varies and the prediction fails, how can we change channel
assignment dynamically? Of course, solutions of these questions must not bring too much overhead,
and must converge to a stable assignment in limited time.

3.5

Conclusions

This chapter focuses on the reliable and efficient delivery of large amounts of data in bandwidthlimited wireless sensor networks by making use of the multi-channel capability of the sensor radios
and by using optimal routing topologies. We start with experimenting the operation of the sensor
radios to characterize the behavior of multi-channel communication and identify the major chal-
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lenges of design multi-channel protocols in WSNs. This reality provides important guidelines for
multi-channel design in WSNs, and can benefit developing more sophisticated multi-frequency parallel communication for sensor networks in the future. We propose a set of algorithms to optimize
the routing topologies and channel assignments, in order to improve delivery reliability and reduce
latency. Our proposed protocols resolve the practical challenges in real systems, and are designed
to provide high throughput and high delivery ratio during high-rate traffic whereas it also meets
the traditional requirements of wireless sensor networks such as energy efficiency and scalability.
Furthermore, some extended schemes are proposed to maintain performance in networks with high
link diversity, as well as traffic diversities.
One limitation of our work is that current approach lacks the generality and flexibility to support diverse application requirements. For example, the pruning TMCP is suitable for networks
with great link diversity, while traffic-aware channel assignment scheme is designed for networks
with diverse traffic. It is interesting and necessary to find a consistent framework to integrate different multi-channel solution into the protocol stack and the WSN architecture, and support multiple
topology, network and traffic patterns and QoS levels. We leave this as future work.

Chapter 4
Active Collision Recovery in Wireless Sensor Network

4.1

Introduction

Packet Collision occurs when two or more close stations attempt to transmit a packet at the
same time, which results in packet loss and impedes network performance. Many CSMA based
MAC protocols are proposed in Wireless Sensor Network (WSNs) to avoid collisions, such as BMAC [80], X-MAC [15]. These protocols can efficiently reduce collisions, but intrinsically cannot
eliminate all collisions, because of hidden terminal problems, as well as collisions when multiple
nodes sense the medium free at the same time. Previous work [47] demonstrates that CSMA based
protocols cannot avoid such collisions when the number of concurrent transmissions grows. Such
collisions become severe in dense WSNs for two reasons. First, many dense sensor networks are
event-driven and generate bursty spatially-correlated traffic, where multiple sensors in the same
neighborhood all have messages to send simultaneously in response to the same event. Second,
WSNs are typically equipped with few sinks to which packets from sensors converge. Such convergence causes many collisions around sinks, described as the “funneling effect” [3]. Furthermore,
the consequences of packet collisions are serious to WSNs. Collisions can cause the loss of critical
control information from base stations, and applications may fail.
Another way to avoid collisions is to apply multiple frequencies to eliminate transmission interferences, which is the topic of Chapter 3. However, our previous results demonstrate that multichannel protocols cannot remove all collisions in dense WSNs, due to insufficient channels and
59
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channel coordination costs. When collisions still occur, a packet recovery method should be applied to recover lost packets and ensure end-to-end delivery. Traditional Automatic Repeat Request
(ARQ) method uses acknowledgment and retransmissions for packet recovery. However, ARQ
brings high latency due to waiting for ACKs, and retransmissions cause more collisions, especially
with heavy traffic. New packet recovery methods exploit the Partial Corrupted Pattern (PCP), where
only some bits are actually corrupted in a “lost” packet. For instance, Forward Error Correction
(FEC) helps receivers recover such partially corrupted packets by sending packets with redundant
bits. As shown in [4], it significantly reduces retransmissions and delivery latency. However, since
these protocols are only used to recover corrupted packets caused by lossy links, it is still unclear if
such methods can be used to recover packets corrupted by collisions in WSNs.
In this chapter, we focus on how to efficiently recover collided packets in dense WSNs, with
bursty and heavy collisions. First, we investigate PCP due to collisions through experiments on
a testbed of Tmote sensors. Unfortunately, our experiment results show that almost all bits of
collided packets are erroneous in typical WSNs where nodes use CSMA and send packets with
similar sizes. These results indicate that current packet recovery methods cannot deal with the
collision recovery. However, when nodes send packets with two different sizes, we observe that
only certain bits in the long packet are corrupted in collisions between long and short packets, and
this chunk of erroneous bits has almost the same size of the short packet. We call such collisions
LS-collisions. LS-collisions produce a regular PCP in collided packets, which can be exploited to
achieve efficient collision recovery. Therefore, such collisions are quite “useful”. Our key insight is
that if collisions cannot be totally eliminated under CSMA, it is better to have more LS-collisions,
because we can recover collided packets from them.
In order to justify this idea, we provide a thorough analysis based on the model derived from
scenarios where N senders compete for transmission using CSMA. The analysis demonstrates that
by exploiting LS-collisions, we can achieve a higher probability of successful transmission, as well
as a much higher transmission efficiency defined as the ratio of successfully transmitted information
bits to overall bits transmitted. The analysis also gives insights on how to choose the right proportion
of nodes sending long packets and short packets, and a sub-optimal probability distribution for
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senders to randomly select contention slots that maximizes the above two metrics.
We then present ACR, an Active Collision Recovery protocol that mitigates the negative impact
of collisions by efficiently recovering collided packets. Unlike other existing recovery schemes,
ACR is “active” in that it actively transforms potential collisions into LS-collisions to maximize
the recovery probability, rather than passively waiting for collided packets to be recovered. ACR
then uses a block based FEC scheme to efficiently recover corrupted packets due to LS-collisions.
To identify erroneous blocks, ACR employs a novel RSSI-based error detection method, which
does not introduce extra checksum overhead. In case of recovery failures, ACR also has a backup
ARQ scheme. Unlike ZigZag [36] or PPR [46], ACR does not require customized hardware. ACR
can be easily integrated into existing CSMA protocols with off-the-shelf sensor devices. Our main
contributions are:
• An empirical study on bit error patterns in collided packets and the revelation of LScollisions, which enables achieving efficient collision recovery.
• A theoretical analysis which demonstrates that we can achieve a significant performance
improvement by exploiting LS-collisions under CSMA.
• A design of a novel ACR protocol, which actively creates LS-collisions by assembling packets from upper layers into long packets and short packets, and then uses a block-based
lightweight FEC scheme to timely recover corrupted packets.
• A novel RSSI-based error detection mechanism to identify erroneous blocks with almost no
overhead.
• Implementation and evaluation of the ACR prototype on a Tmote testbed. Results demonstrates that ACR achieves 25% higher transmission efficiency than existing recovery schemes.
. Our research results have been published in [105].
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Next, we present empirical results from experiments that investigate partial packet error patterns due to collisions in section 4.2. In section 4.3, we
provides a theoretical study on the benefit of LS-collisions. In section 4.4, we present the details of
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our ACR design and implementation. In section 4.5, we evaluate the performance in a real testbed.
Finally, in section 4.6, we conclude the paper.

4.2

Empirical Measurement

In this section, we present our measurement of bit error patterns in collided packets using CC2420
radios on Tmote-Sky motes, to answer the following questions: 1) Can we apply PPR schemes to
recover collided packets? 3) In what type of collisions, will the collided bits be easy to recover?

4.2.1

Bit Error Pattern Comparison

We conduct a set of experiments on a testbed consisting of 48 Tmote-Sky motes to measure and
compare bit error patterns in different cases. In the first set of experiments, we measure biterrors in
corrupted packets due to poor link quality. We pick 5 pairs of senders and receivers, each of which
is deployed in different rooms. The links between senders and receivers have poor qualities because
of obstacles (walls), noise and multi-path fading. Every sender transmits 20 packets per second for
10 minutes, each with a payload of 100 bytes. Senders use different frequencies to avoid collisions.
With the CRC check disabled, receivers can collect corrupted packets. We repeat the experiments
5 times to get average results. In the second set of experiments, we study the bit error pattern in
collided packets. We select 6 close nodes, among which we pick one node as the receiver and the
others as senders. Every sender transmits packets in the same way as the first experiments. This
time all senders use the same frequency and start to send at the same time to generate collisions.
Senders use the default CSMA protocol in TinyOS 1.x. We also repeat the experiments 5 times.
Figure 4.1 plots the cumulative distribution of the number of erroneous bits in corrupted packets.
It is clear that bit error patterns are very different for the two scenarios. In the lossy link case, around
80% of the corrupted packets have less than 50 erroneous bits, which is only 6.25% of the whole
packet. On the contrary, over 60% of the collided packets have more than 600 erroneous bits, which
is 75% of all bits. This observation indicates that PPR methods in [46] [34] cannot achieve the same
efficiency when recovering collided packets. First, since most bits are erroneous in collided packets,
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Figure 4.1: CDF of # bad bits in one packet caused by loss links and collisions

the performance gain of partial recovery is very limited. Second, since collisions cause more packet
losses than corruptions, the chances to use partial recovery are limited. Actually, considering the
cost and the complexity of the PPR implementation, it is more efficient to use the straightforward
ARQ scheme for collision recovery.
Here, we also discuss why collisions generate such error patterns. In CSMA, nodes send packets only after sensing a free channel. Since all senders are close in our experiments, if one sender
has been transmitting, others will wait. However, if two nodes sense a free channel at very close
time points, they will send simultaneously and cause collisions. Such collisions produce two possible consequences. First, the Synchronization Headers (preamble and SFD) of both packets might
be corrupted, which leads to packet loss at receivers. Second, even when a receiver synchronizes
with one packet transmission, the signal of another packet may arrive shortly and start to corrupt
the reception of the first one. Because two transmissions take almost the same time due to the same
packet size, most bits of the first packet will be corrupted. CSMA already tries to eliminate such
collisions, by making nodes randomly select different contention slots to sense the channel. However, when the number of transmission attempts grows, the likelihood of such collision increases.
This collision can often be found in event-driven WSNs, or around sinks.
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Figure 4.2: CDF of # bad bits in long and short packets

Our discussion shows that partial packet recovery cannot be used to recover packets corrupted
by collisions. Are there some techniques that result in collisions that do meet these criteria? We
have found such a technique. In the third set of experiments, we use one receiver and 5 senders,
among which one sends packets with a payload of 100 bytes (typical for multimedia & medical
readings in health care applications), and other senders transmit packets with a payload of 25 bytes
(typical for climate readings in environment monitoring applications). All the other settings are
the same as the second set of experiments. We also repeat this experiment 5 times. Each time,
we use a different sender to transmit long packets. We measure the distribution of the number
of erroneous bits in collided packets, separated by long packets and short packets, as shown in
Figure 4.2. First, around 80% of the collided short packets have over 150 erroneous bits, 75% of the
whole packet. This is a similar pattern with that of collided packets in the second set of experiments,
where most bits in packets are corrupted. However, long collided packets show different patterns.
In this experiment, over 90% of the collided packets have 300 to 360 erroneous bits, while most
collided packets in the second experiment have more than 600 erroneous bits. Also, the number of
erroneous bits in long collided packets is similar to the size of short packets (368 bits). We repeat
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the experiment with different long and short packet sizes and different mixtures of long and short
packets, and observe the same phenomena. We call such collisions LS-collisions, which has two
necessary conditions: 1) collisions occur between long and short packets; 2) receivers synchronize
with long packets transmissions.
A LS-collision has some good features. First, when LS-collision occurs, a receiver still receives
many correct bits in long collided packets. Second, the PCP in collided packets is predictable.
The number of erroneous bits in collided packets is limited by the size of short packets, and most
corrupted bits are continuous. Such features can help design efficient methods to recover long
collided packets. For instance, we can design a FEC scheme to recover long packets. Since the
number of erroneous bits is limited, it is easy to determine the appropriate degree of redundancy.
However, there are still challenging problems for exploiting LS-collisions. First, it should be
justified whether exploiting LS-collisions can really improve the overall performance. Second, if
LS-collisions are helpful, how can we have more LS-collisions instead of other collisions? How
can we make nodes send different sizes of packets instead of the same size of packet as in most
existing WSNs? How can we reduce collisions between long packets and between short packets?
We will answer these questions in the following sections.

4.3

Model and Analysis

In this section, we first describe a simple CSMA model, and then provide an analysis to justify
whether and to what extent LS-collisions can be exploited to improve the performance of such
CSMA protocols, in terms of the probability of successful transmission and transmission efficiency.
Further, we analyze the optimal carrier sense strategy that optimizes the performance of CSMA
protocols combined with LS-collisions. Finally, we discuss the practical method to use LS-collision
in real WSNs.
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System model

We begin by describing the system model in typical WSNs, where nodes send packets on one
channel using CSMA. We assume that at the beginning, there are N nodes attempting to send
packets simultaneously and competing for transmissions. According to the CSMA implementation
in TinyOS 1.x, the backoff time is divided into T contention slots. Each node picks a random
contention slot t ∈ [0, T ]. At contention slot t, the node carrier senses the medium. If the channel is
free, it begins its transmission. Otherwise, it aborts or delays its transmission. If multiple nodes pick
the same slot, they all sense a free medium and transmit at the same time, causing a collision. P(t),
t = 0, 1, ..., T , denotes the probability that a node picks the contention slot t. Obviously 0 ≤ P(t) ≤ 1
T
and ∑t=0
P(t) = 1. We assume that each node independently selects the contention slot conforming

to the same distribution. At last, D and H denote the length of the payload and the message header
in packets, respectively. Next, we define two important performance metrics, the probability of
successful transmission and the transmission efficiency.
Definition 4.1. A node wins slot r if and only if it is the only one choosing slot r, and all others
choose later slots. There is a successful transmission if and only if some node wins some slot
in 0, . . . , T − 1. Let π p (N) be the probability of successful transmission when N nodes select a
contention slot using probability distribution p.
Definition 4.2. Let r be the ratio of useful bits correctly received divided by all bits sent by senders.
The transmission efficiency E p (N) is the expected r when N nodes select a contention slot using
probability distribution p.
Two metrics we study here are crucial to the overall performance of a WSN. First, the probability of successful transmission can decide the channel throughput, and it can also impact the latency
of packet delivery. A lower π p (N) indicates that nodes need to wait for more competition rounds
to win the transmission chance. Second, the transmission efficiency is an indicator whether nodes
use transmission energyefficiently. In energy-constrained WSNs, higher transmission efficiency is
always desired.
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Next, we consider a CSMA model with LS-collision recovery, called LS-CSMA model. First,
we assume that there are two types of nodes, one type transmitting long packets and the other type
transmitting short packets. We call them long nodes and short nodes, respectively. Let ρ be the
fraction of long nodes among all nodes. Thus, the numbers of long and short nodes are Nρ and
N(1 − ρ). Let PL (t) and PS (t) be the probability distributions on slots for long and short nodes,
respectively. Also, we use DL ,HL and DS ,HS to denote the length of the payload and the message
header of long packets and short packets. We assume that when one long node and multiple short
nodes pick the same slot i and all others choose later slots, a LS-collision occurs. Further, we
assume that a FEC scheme is applied and F redundancy bits are added at the end of long packets,
which guarantees that long collided packets can always be recovered after LS-collisions. Based on
above assumptions, the probability of successful transmission should be modified.
Definition 4.3. Under the LS-CSMA model, There is a successful transmission if and only if some
node wins some slot, or a LS-collision occurs in some slot in 0, . . . , T − 1. Let πLS
p (N) be the
probability of successful transmission under LS-CSMA model. Also, let E pLS (N) be the transmission
efficiency under this model.

4.3.2

Performance Gains from LS-collision

We now derive equations for π p (N) and E p (N) under pure CSMA model. First, the probability of
some node wins in slot t is NP(t)S(t + 1)N−1 , where S(t + 1) = ∑Ti=t+1 P(i) is the probability that
the node selects any slot after slot t. Since the probability of successful transmission is the sum of
all probabilities in each slot before slot T , we have We now derive equations for π p (N) and E p (N)
under a pure CSMA model. First, the probability of some node wins slot t is NP(t)S(t + 1)N−1 ,
where S(t + 1) = ∑Ti=t+1 P(i) is the probability that the node selects any slot after slot t. Since the
probability of successful transmission is the sum of all probabilities in each slot before slot T , we
have
T −1

π p (N) =

∑ NP(t)S(t + 1)N−1

t=0

(4.1)
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This equation is also given in [95] [118]. For the transmission efficiency, since r = D/(D + H)
if successful transmission and r = 0 otherwise, we have

E p (N) =

D T −1
∑ NP(t)S(t + 1)N−1
D + H t=0

(4.2)

Next, the following theorem studies these two metrics under the LS-CSMA model.
Theorem 4.1. The probability of successful transmission and the transmission efficiency of LSCSMA model are given by the following equations:

πLS
p (N) =

T −1h

N(1 − ρ)PS (t)SS (t + 1)N(1−ρ)−1 SL (t + 1)Nρ

∑

t=0

i
+NρPL (t)SL (t + 1)Nρ SS (t)N(1−ρ) ,

E pLS (N) =

(4.3)

T −1h

∑

rs N(1 − ρ)PS (t)SS (t + 1)N(1−ρ)−1 SL (t + 1)Nρ

t=0
N(1−ρ)

+NρPL (t)SL (t + 1)Nρ ·

∑

i
i
riCN(1−ρ)
PS (t)i SS (t)N(1−ρ)−i ,

(4.4)

i=0

where SS (t + 1) = ∑Ti=t+1 PS (i) and SL (t + 1) = ∑Ti=t+1 PL (i), rs = DS /(DS + HS ), ri = DL /(DL +
HL + F + i ∗ (DS + HS )), 0 ≤ i ≤ N(1 − ρ).
Proof. First, we prove Equation 4.3 under the LS-CSMA model. The successful transmission at
slot t occurs in two cases. The first case is that one short node selects slot t and all other long nodes
and short nodes choose later slots, whose probability is

N(1 − ρ)PS (t)SS (t + 1)N(1−ρ)−1 SL (t + 1)Nρ .
When a long node selects slot t and all other long nodes select later slots, all short nodes can select
slot t and we still get a successful transmission due to LS-collision recovery. The probability of this
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case is

NρPL (t)SL (t + 1)Nρ SS (t)N(1−ρ) .
Summing probabilities of all slot, we get Equation 4.3. For the transmission efficiency, ri is the
transmission efficiency ratio when one long node collided with i short nodes. It is easy to derive
the expected transmission efficiency by computing the probability of every successful transmission
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Figure 4.3: CSMA vs. LS-CSMA

These equations can be used to compare the performance of two models. Also, it can be seen
that the probability on contention slots can greatly impact values of these two metrics. As the first
step, we use the uniform distribution for slots selection, where P(t) = PL (t) = PS (t) = 1/(T + 1).
The uniform distribution is easy to be implemented and is commonly used in most CSMA protocols.
We compare the performance of CSMA and LS-CSMA, with varying numbers of contenders.
We assume that the numbers of long nodes and short nodes are the same, ρ = 0.5. Figure 4.3(a)
shows successful transmission probabilities of two cases, computed by Equation 4.3. First, we can
see all probabilities decrease to zero when N grows, and with T increasing, success probabilities
increase. Second, it is very clear that LS-CSMA can always achieve higher success probabilities
than CSMA under the same conditions. For example, when 20 nodes compete in 8 contention
slots, LS-CSMA can improve the success probability from 25.2% to 55.1% over CSMA. From
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another perspective, if we set an acceptable threshold for the success probability, such as 70%,
with 16 contention slots, CSMA can only contain around 10 nodes competing for transmission,
but LS-CSMA can support 24 nodes and still meet the threshold. Third, LS-CSMA even slightly
outperforms CSMA with double contention slots. This point can be found in two pairs, LS-CSMA
with T = 8 and CSMA with T = 16, as well as LS-CSMA with T = 16 and CSMA with T = 32.
This surprising observation indicates that LS-collision recovery can help CSMA achieve the same,
even higher success probability by using half of the number of slots. Above all, LS-CSMA can
provide more reliable transmission, alleviate transmission contention, and reduce packet delivery
latency by using much less contention slots.
We also look into the transmission efficiency. We assume that under the CSMA model, nodes
send packets with a payload of 25 byte and a header of 10 bytes. For the LS-CSMA model, short
nodes send the same packets following the CSMA model. Long nodes send packets with a payload of 80 bytes, a header of 10 bytes, plus 35 bytes FEC redundant bits. Here, we assume these
redundant bits are always sufficient to recover collided packets. We can see that under the same
conditions, LS-CSMA always achieves higher transmission efficiency. For example, with 20 nodes
competing in 16 slots, LS-CSMA improves efficiency from 0.34 to 0.43 over CSMA. Note that
the transmission ratio for a short packet is around 0.71, but that is 0.64 for a long packet, because
long packets carry redundant bits for potential recovery. So, if every packet is transmitted correctly
without collisions, CSMA should achieve higher efficiency than LS-CSMA. But because LS-CSMA
can recover long packets from LS-collisions, and be more likely to get successful transmissions, it
achieves higher efficiency in the end. Furthermore, if we also include the cost of retransmissions
into computing transmission efficiency, the gap between these two would be enlarged, because
CSMA has a lower success probability, causes more retransmissions and retransmission is expensive in term of extra bits transmitted.
Above results demonstrate the benefits of combining LS-collisions into CSMA protocols. With
the commonly used uniform distribution, LS-CSMA outperforms CSMA in both metrics. However,
as shown in [95] [118], the uniform distribution is not the optimal slot selection strategy for CSMA.
The probability of successful transmission can be further improved by using other distributions.
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Slot Selection Distribution

In this subsection, we focus on how to optimize the probability of successful transmission πLS
p (N),
according to Equation 4.3. We assume that all variables are given, except the distributions PL (t)
and PS (t). The goal is to find the optimal distribution for both long nodes and short nodes.
We propose a two-step method to approach to the optimal. This two-step method comes from
one observation. In order to achieve higher successful transmission, the worst situation we want
to avoid is that multiple long packets make collision at slot t. In that case, no matter what short
nodes select, there is no successful transmission. Since long nodes and short nodes pick slots independently, our first step is to find the optimal PL (t) which minimizes the probability that multiple
long nodes collide at some slot. In the first step, we do not consider short nodes’ behaviors. Let
PL∗ denote this optimal distribution. At the second step, given the probability of long nodes, we can
find the optimal distribution of short nodes, denoted by PS∗ . . The optimal distribution PL∗ can be
given by a recursive way. Let SL∗ (t) = ∑Ti=t PL∗ (i), and KL∗ (t) =

SL∗ (t)
SL∗ (t−1) ,

where 1 ≤ t ≤ T . We can get

the recursive formulas for SL∗ (t) and KL∗ (t) as follows.

SL∗ (t + 1) = KL∗ (t + 1)SL∗ (t),
where t = 0, ..., T − 1, and SL∗ (0) = 1.
KL∗ (T − t − 1) =

Nl − 1
,
Nl − KL∗ (T − t)Nl −1

where t = 0, ..., T − 2, Nl = Nρ is the number of long nodes and KL∗ (T ) =

Nl −1
Nl .

Therefore, the optimal distribution PL∗ (t) is
PL∗ (t) = SL∗ (t) − SL∗ (t + 1),
where t = 0, ..., T − 1, and PL∗ (T ) = SL∗ (T ).
Now given the probability of long nodes, we compute the optimal distribution of short nodes,
also defined as the recursive formulas.
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N = 16

Long node
Short node

N = 64

Long node
Short node

P∗ (0)
0.0265
0.0175
P∗ (0)
0.0018
0.00120

P∗ (1)
P∗ (2)
P∗ (3)
0.0290
0.0321
0.0361
0.0195
0.0220
0.02553
P∗ (1)
P∗ (2)
P∗ (3)
0.0019
0.0020
0.0020
0.00120
0.0012
0.0013
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P∗ (4)
P∗ (5)
P∗ (6)
P∗ (7)
P∗ (8)
0.0415
0.0495
0.0627
0.0903
0.6323
πLS
p (16) = 0.89
0.0305
0.0384
0.0535
0.0991
0.6938
···
P∗ (29)
P∗ (30)
P∗ (31)
P∗ (32)
···
0.0130
0.0173
0.0268
0.8300
πLS
p (64) = 0.967
···
0.0099
0.0143
0.0281
0.8724

Table 4.1: Examples of the Optimal Distribution. (TOP) Optimal Distribution for T = 8. (BOTTOM) T = 32

Theorem 4.2. Given the distribution of long nodes, PL∗ , the optimal distribution of short nodes that
maximize the probability of successful transmission under LS-CSMA model, PS∗ can be derived as
follows.

KS∗ (T − t − 1) =

Ns − KL∗ (T

Ns − 1
∗
N
−1
l
− t)
[Nl (1 − KL (T − t)) + KL∗ (T

− t)KS∗ (T − t)Ns −1 ]

∗
Ns −1
πLS
· (1 − PL∗ (0))Nl −1 · [Nl − (1 − PL∗ (0)) ∗ (Nl − 1)]
p (N) = (1 − PS (0))

KS∗ (T ) =

(Ns − 1)[rs KL∗ (T ) + r1 Nl (1 − KL∗ (T ))]
rs Ns KL∗ (T ) + (r1 Ns − r0 )Nl (1 − KL∗ (T ))

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

Let SS∗ (t) = ∑Ti=t PS∗ (i), and SS∗ (t + 1) = KS∗ (t + 1)SS∗ (t), where t = 0, ..., T − 1, and SS∗ (0) = 1.
Then KS∗ (T − t − 1) is given in Equation 4.5 and
KS∗ (T ) =

Ns − 1
Ns

where Ns = N(1 − ρ) is the number of short nodes, t = 0, ..., T − 2. Therefore, the optimal distribution PS∗ (t) is
PS∗ (t) = SS∗ (t) − SS∗ (t + 1),
where t = 0, ..., T − 1, and PS∗ (T ) = SS∗ (T ). With this distribution, the maximum probability of
successful transmission, πLS
p (N) is given by Equation 4.6
With the above theorem, we can compute the optimal distributions for long nodes and short
nodes. Table 4.1 shows some examples of the optimal distribution. First, we can find that optimal
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distribution of long nodes and short nodes are very similar. Both probabilities increase slowly at
the first few slots, but increases rapidly for last few slots, especially when the number of nodes
is large. We can see that for large N, the most probability is concentrated on the last slot, which
can reduce the number of nodes that pick previous slots and thus improve the probability of a
successful transmission. Comparing PS∗ (t) with PL∗ (t), we find that in most cases, the probability of
short packets is slightly less than that of long packets at all first T − 1 slots, and the probability of
short packets is more concentrated at the last slot. Its effect is to avoid the situation that multiple
short packets pick slot t and all long nodes pick later slots. Finally, we can see that when the
number of contention slots is relative large (32), we can achieve a very high probability of successful
transmission, even when the number of nodes is very large. For example, when T = 32, even with
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Figure 4.4: Optimal distribution vs. Uniform distribution

Figure 4.4(a) compares the performance of the optimal distributions and the uniform distributions under two models. We can see that the optimal distributions on both models achieve much
higher probability of successful transmission than the uniform distribution, especially when the
number of contenders becomes large. Another nice feature of the optimal probability is that it
can keep high probabilities of successful transmission, no matter how many nodes is competing.
Third, comparing the optimal distributions of two models, LS-CSMA can still achieve a higher
transmission-success probability than CSMA, both with the optimal distributions. However, the
performance gap between two models is diminished, since both achieve high success probabilities
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with the optimal distributions.
Figure 4.4(b) shows the transmission efficiency computed with this distribution. We use the
same setting in Figure 4.3(b). We can see this figure exhibits the similar trend with Figure 4.4(a),
where this distribution work much better than the uniform distribution, and keep a high transmission efficiency, even when the number of contenders is large. Also, with the optimal distribution,
LS-CSMA improves the transmission efficiency from 0.52 to 0.59 over CSMA. Note that this distribution does not yield the optimal transmission efficiency in Equation 4.4. We leave finding the
optimal distribution for transmission efficiency as a future work.
So far, we find a better carrier sense strategy for both long and short nodes. The numerical
analysis demonstrates that this distribution improves the performance of LS-CSMA in both metrics.
Another good feature is its good scalability. Results show that this distribution maintain nearconstant performance, when the number of contenders grows rapidly. However, computing the
optimal distribution requires the knowledge of the number of long nodes and short nodes who
are competing for transmission. These numbers may vary from time to time, especially in eventdriven WSNs. Also, the process of computing the distribution is very complicated and too costly
for power-limited sensor nodes. Therefore, we want to find alternative distributions which provide
near-optimal results and can be computed by simple solutions without the need of exact information
about other contenders.

4.3.4

Practical Approach

In this subsection, we discuss how to design a practical solution to find a good distribution for nodes
to select contention slots. From the observation of the optimal probability distribution, we find two
important properties. First, the last few slots take a lot of probability, while the probabilities on the
first few slots are very small. Second, short nodes share similar distribution with long packets, but
short nodes have slightly higher probabilities to select the last few slots than long nodes. The first
observation suggests using an increasing geometric sequence to compute a sub-optimal distribution.
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Works in [118] also use the geometric sequence, in which
t+1

t

b T +1 − b T +1
P(t) =
,
b−1

(4.8)

where t = 0, ..., T , and b is a number greater than 1. In this geometric sequence, the increasing ratio
t

is b T +1 . One key decision is which value of b should be chosen. Authors in [118] argue that a larger
value should be chosen. For example, authors show that when there are 33 contention slots, one can
choose b = 1000, and get the no-collision probability smaller than the optimal result by only 6%.
The underlying reason is that by using a large b, nodes tend to select the last few slots, thus reduce
the chances of make early collisions. This approach works very well under CSMA, especially with
a large number of contenders. However, we find that a large value of b is not a good choice for our
LS-CSMA model.
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Figure 4.5: Two Geometric Sequences

In Figure 4.5, we compare two geometric distribution in terms of their probabilities relative to
the optimal result. In one distribution, we use b = 1000 to compute the sequence, according to
Equation 4.8, and make short nodes and long nodes use the same distribution. Second, we use a
small value of b, where b = 10 for long nodes, and b = 12 for short nodes. The result shows that
the geometric sequence with smaller b values is better than that with large b values. The reason is
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that a large b reduces the chances of nodes colliding at early slots, but also diminish the likelihood
of LS-collision. When the number of contender is not very large, the reduction of early collisions is
not obvious, and the loss of a large b overcomes the performance gain. The second sequence with
a small b are very close to the optimal result with 32 contention slots. For example, with 20 nodes,
its ratio to the optimal result is 0.93. When contention slots are less than 32, this sequence can still
work well, when the number of contenders is not too high. Consider that the number of senders
in one neighborhood is usually less than 30, such a sequence offers us near-optimal performance
in most cases. Furthermore, this geometric sequence can be simply computed with the following
equation:

i = b(T + 1) logb [α(b − 1) + 1]c

(4.9)

where α is a random variable with a uniform distribution within the interval [0, 1), and b = 10 for

probability of transmission success

long nodes or b = 12 for short nodes.
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Figure 4.6: Proportion of long and short nodes

The last problem is how to determine whether a node should be a long or short node. The
basic idea works as follows. When a node has messages to send, it will “toss” the coin to make
the decision, according to a pre-defined probability. In other words, we need to determine the right
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value of ρ. We compute the probability of successful transmissions, with different values of ρ.
Results are shown in Figure 4.6. We can see that the success probability changes smoothly while
ρ changes. All maximum values appear in the middle of the curve, which means the best value
of ρ is around 0.5. That makes sense, because if unbalanced, nodes of the majority are likely to
generate more collisions among themselves. Such long-long, or short-short collisions will cause
transmission failures and are not preferred in the LS-CSMA model.
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Figure 4.7: ACR Components

In this section, we present the design of ACR, the Active Collision Recovery protocol, which exploits the advantages of LS-collisions to efficiently recover collided packets. ACR is implemented
as a link layer protocol combined with a slight modification on CSMA protocols. Figure 4.7 illustrates the functions of ACR at both the sender and the receiver sides.

4.4.1

ACR Sender

A sender node of ACR actively converts potential collisions into LS-collisions and then applies
hybrid schemes to recover corrupted packets from collisions. At senders, ACR protocol has the
following steps:
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Packet Assembly

One key condition for LS-collision is the co-existence of long and short packets. Thus, Packet
Assembly (PA) step actively assembles packets from the network layer into long packets or short
packets, and feeds them into the MAC layer. PA needs to determine if nodes should send long
or short packets, by “tossing a coin” with the probability ρ. Here, we use 50%, according to the
analysis in Section 4.3.4. Another important problem is to select the right sizes for long and short
packets, which depends on different radio hardware and collision conditions. In this paper, we focus
on off-the-shelf mote platforms, such as MicaZ or Tmote-Sky, which can send a packet as long as
128 bits. We select packet sizes of 25 and 80 bits for short and long packets.

4.4.1.2

FEC and CRC

Figure 4.8: Illustration of the FEC scheme

If nodes are to send short packets, ACR adds a CRC code at the end of each short packet. Later,
receivers use this CRC as a checksum to verify the integrity of the packet. In implementation, we
applies a 16-bits CRC. If nodes are to send long packets, ACR uses FEC codes to allow receivers to
recover long packets without retransmission when LS-collisions occur, which reduces communication overhead as well as recovery latency. The basic idea is to divide a long packet into n blocks,
and then compute m redundant blocks attached at the end of packets, so that a receiver can still
reconstruct the original packets until more than m blocks are corrupted. One traditional way is to
compute n + m linear combinations of the original n blocks, and assemble these n + m linear combi-
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nations to a packet to transmit. Any correct n combinations are sufficient for receivers to reconstruct
the original data. However, such a method requires a large amount of matrix operations, not suitable
to Tmote nodes. Instead, we take advantage of the special error patterns of LS-collisions to design
a lightweight FEC scheme. Figure 4.8 shows an example of how to encode a packet. Here, a packet
is divided into n blocks, d0 · · · dn−1 . m redundant blocks are computed by

C0, j = d0, j ⊕ d1, j ⊕ · · · ⊕ dn−1, j ,

Ck, j = dk, j ⊕ dk+m, j ⊕ · · · ⊕ dk+m·b n−1 c, j ,
m

where 0 ≤ j ≤ t, 1 ≤ k ≤ m−1 and ⊕ denotes Exclusive OR operations. As observed in Section 4.2,
the number of corrupted bits in collided packets is not greater than the size of short packets, denoted
by S. Thus, we set the size of redundant bits (t + 1)m >= S, which guarantees that redundant bits
are always more than corrupted bits. For the second observation, corrupted bits are continuous
in collided packets, therefore those bits corrupt at most m continuous blocks, d j · · · d j+m−1 . Our
encoding method guarantees that any two blocks within these m continuous blocks are not both
used to generate one redundant block, except C0 . Therefore, this FEC method can always recover
collided packets due to LS-collisions. This FEC method only requires bit operations for encoding
and decoding, and requires no extra storage. Thus it can be implemented easily in sensor nodes.
Another problem is to determine the right size of blocks. We apply various sizes of blocks to
collided packets in a real trace file, and measure the number of redundant bits (block size × No.
redundant block) necessary for recovery, as shown in Figure 4.9. Generally, the smaller blocks are,
the less redundancy we need. The reason is that larger blocks are likely to cause more “wasted”
bits, which are correct, but in corrupted blocks. As a result, smaller blocks are preferred. The
size of blocks also depends on the method to identify erroneous blocks. As in [34], one extra
byte of checksum is attached to each block for error detection. With smaller sizes of blocks, more
blocks introduce more overhead. Therefore, the block size is bounded within 20∼25 bytes in [34].
However, ACR applies a novel method for error detection, which efficiently identifies erroneous
blocks without extra checksums, thus supports even smaller blocks. With this method, we use a
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block as small as 10 bytes. We will introduce this method later.
After adding the FEC codes, we also add 16 bits of CRC code at the end of packets, which are
computed based on the original packets without FEC bits.

4.4.1.3

Modified CSMA

ACR slightly modifies a CSMA protocol to further increase the chances of LS-collisions. There are
two changes.
Non-uniform Distribution on contention slots. Even with long packets and short packets, contenders can still end up with collisions other than LS-collisions, such as collisions between long
packets. According to Section 4.3.4, we can use Equation 4.9 to compute a non-uniform distribution for senders, which increases the likelihood of LS-collisions and results in better performance.
This only requires a minor change on the underlying MAC layer (such B-MAC, S-MAC), replacing
the uniform backoff distribution of those protocols.
Transmission Delay on short packets. Another necessary condition for LS-collision is that
receivers should get synchronized with long packets’ transmission first. In order to realize this
condition, we introduce a slightly delay on short packets’ transmissions. When sensing a channel
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clear, short packets wait for a time τ, while long packets do CCA immediately. Here, τ is equal
to the time to transmit the synchronization header of a packet, which is roughly 130 µs in CC2420
radios. This time is shorter than one contention slot (e.g. 320µs in TinyOS), thus it does not impact
CSMA protocols.

4.4.1.4

Backup ARQ scheme

At last, ACR also provides a backup ARQ scheme to recover lost packets in three cases. 1) Packets
lost due to other kinds of collisions; 2) short packets lost in LS-collisions; 3) long packets that
have no sufficient correct blocks to be recovered by the FEC scheme. In this ARQ scheme, a
sender waits for ACK after a transmission. If ACK is not received after a timeout, it retransmits the
previous packet. If ACK is received with notification that several blocks are needed for recovery,
it retransmits that number of blocks, instead of the whole packet. This ACK scheme brings extra
overhead by retransmission. But since the FEC scheme can recover most long collided packets
from LS-collision, the number of retransmissions is less than that of the pure ARQ.

4.4.2

ACR Receiver

When receiving packets, ACR first determines if they are short or long packets. If it is short, ACR
uses the attached CRC to determine if the packet is correct or not. If the CRC check is passed, the
receiver sends an ACK message.

Figure 4.10: Relation between RSSI and bad blocks
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If nodes receive long packets, ACR also uses the CRC to determine whether there are any
erroneous blocks in this long packet. If the packet passes the CRC check, receivers send a success
ACK. Otherwise, receivers know some blocks are corrupted. Next, ACR needs to identify erroneous
blocks. As mentioned before, ACR does not add extra bits on each block to detect corruption,
because it costs extra overhead. Instead, we introduce a new method. This new method is based on
the fact that during reception, RSSI values at the receiver side increase when collisions occur, but be
almost constant without collision. We conduct experiments to measure the RSSI value in the course
of packet reception. One typical result is shown in Figure 4.10. We can clearly see that the RSSI
value increases to above −68dBm when collisions corrupt blocks. Without collisions, the RSSI
value is stable at −73dBm. Thus, we can detect a corrupted block by checking whether the RSSI
value during the reception of this block is high or normal. In our method, a receiver continuously
samples RSSI values every δ time units and keeps them in an array, as soon as a reception begins.
Later after the reception is over, ACR looks up the array to seek the instant increase of RSSI values.
If it finds any high value, it maps the value to the corresponding block, and marks it as a potential
corrupted block. Here time δ should be equal to the time of receiving one block. We implement
this RSSI based error detection method in Tmote nodes, and find that the maximum RSSI sampling
rate that hardware can support is one reading per 200∼250µs, which means that this method can
support the block as small as 8 bytes without extra overhead. Considering other factors, we choose
the block size as 10 bytes. By using this method, we can identify most corrupted blocks in our
experiments. Occasionally, this method missed some bad blocks at the beginning of the collision.
Then ACR cannot recover the long packet and it uses the backup ARQ to recover them.
After erroneous blocks are found, ACR firstly checks if the number of erroneous blocks is
greater than m. If so, the FEC scheme cannot recover the blocks, and ACR sends an ACK message
with a block bitmap to request senders to send good blocks. Note that it is not necessary to send all
erroneous blocks, instead ACR only needs good blocks until the number of erroneous blocks is not
greater than m. With less than m + 1 erroneous blocks, ACR use the FEC codes to recover these
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blocks. For a corrupted block dk , suppose k = i · m + r, if r 6= 0, then this block are reconstructed by

dk, j = cr, j ⊕ dr, j · · ⊕ d(i−1)m+r, j ⊕ d(i+1)m+r, j · · ⊕ db n−1 cm+r, j ,
m

If r = 0,
dk, j = c0, j ⊕ d0, j · · ⊕ dk−1, j ⊕ dk+1, j · · ⊕ dm−1, j ,
where 0 ≤ j ≤ t. Here, we should always compute blocks with r 6= 0 first, and them reconstruct the
block with r = 0. After recovering corrupted blocks, ACR conducts the CRC check, and sends an
ACK if it passes the CRC check.

4.4.3

Discussion

ACR is designed to deal with collisions when multiple nodes are sending packets simultaneously.
As mentioned before, this scenario occurs frequently in dense WSNs, when events trigger bursttraffic, or when high-volume traffic is aggregated at sinks. However, collisions may occur very
rarely when events do not appear in WSNs. In that case, CSMA protocols like B-MAC, are sufficient to avoid collisions, and using ACR brings extra overhead. Therefore, it is better to combine
CSMA and ACR into an adaptive protocol, which applies CSMA when there are few collisions, but
switches to ACR when multiple nodes start to compete for transmissions. This adaptive protocol
can be a promising protocol to achieve efficiency under various scenarios.
The second concern is the efficiency of packet assembling. People may argue that assembling
packets may bring overhead by segmenting large packets into small ones. But in current WSNs,
most packets tend to be small, so most assembling actions are to aggregate small packets into
large ones. Furthermore, our analysis in Section 4.3 shows that ACR achieves better transmission
efficiency than CSMA.
Another design concern is energy efficiency. Energy Consumption in WSNs primarily comes
from idle listening. ACR does not directly focus on how to reduce the idle listening, but ACR is
compatible with MAC protocols that address this issue, such as B-MAC [80], mainly because ACR
does not demand any nodes to overhear or receive extra signals except receivers.
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Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of ACR scheme on our testbed to establish the effectiveness of our scheme in reality. The main scenario we consider is that multiple nodes have a
certain amount of information to transmit to one sink. In our test bed, all nodes can send packets
to the sink in one hop. We compare ACR with two other types of packet recovery schemes, pure
ARQ and Seda [34]. In Seda, a long packet is divided into blocks. Receivers send ACKs to request senders to retransmit corrupted blocks. Unlike ACR, Seda adds one byte CRC and one byte
sequence number to each block for error detection. Default values used in our experiments are as
follows. Every sender transmits at a power of −10dBm, which ensures good links. The senders
have 400 bits of information to send every second. We consider two packet sizes for pure ARQ,
namely 29 and 80 bytes. For Seda, the data size of one packet is 80 bytes, divided into 4 blocks,
each of which have 20 bytes of data, as suggested in [34]. For ACR, short packets have 25 bytes
of data, and long packets have 80 bytes data, divided into 8 blocks, with a block size of 10 bytes.
It also carries 4 blocks of redundancy bits. For all three methods, we shorten the MAC header,
and make the length of the whole header 6 bytes. Also, the ARQ times out after 2ms. At last, all
methods use the default CSMA protocol in TinyOS 1.x, with 16 contention slots. All experiments
run for 10 minutes and send 4000 bits. Each data point is obtained by averaging results of 5 trials.
We also add 90% confidence intervals for each data point.
Figure 4.11(a) plots the measured transmission efficiency of all methods with various numbers
of senders, calculated by the information bits transmitted over all bits transmitted or retransmitted.
We observe that ACR has the lowest efficiency when there is only one contender with no collisions, because the long packets of ACR bring extra redundant bits. However, when the number of
contenders grows, ACR starts to recover long collided packets from LS-collisions and outperforms
other schemes. This result implies that ACR is more efficient to recover collisions than other methods. For example, with 6 contenders, ACR improves by ∼25% the transmission efficiency over
ARQ. On the contrary, Seda has the lowest efficiency when collisions increase. This is mainly because that collided packets do not have a partial packet pattern, so Seda needs retransmit the whole
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packet. Further, Seda pays extra overhead of checksums.
Figure 4.11(b) plots the number of retransmissions with various number of senders. We can see
that with heavy collisions, ACR triggers much fewer retransmissions than others. For example, with
8 contenders, ACR reduces retransmissions by 42% than ARQ with long packets. This reduction
comes from two places. First ACR applies a better distribution to select contention slots, which
leads to fewer collisions. Second, ACR generates LS-collisions, and uses a FEC method to recover
long collided packets from such collisions, thus it only needs to retransmit short collided packets.
Other methods have to retransmit all collided packets after collisions.
Figure 4.11(c) plots the number of bits retransmitted with various number of senders. This
figure demonstrates that with heavy collisions, ACR retransmits much fewer bits than others. For
example, with 10 contenders, ACR reduces retransmitted bits by 17.4% than Seda. As discussed
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before, the main reason of this reduction is that ACR recovers most long packets without retransmission, therefore it saves a large number retransmitted bits.

4.6

Conclusion

This paper explores solutions to efficiently recover collisions in WSNs. Through empirical experiments, we first discover that LS-collisions have nice partial corrupted patterns in collided packets.
Then, we propose ACR that actively converts potential collisions into LS-collisions and also uses
lightweight FEC to recover collided packets from LS-collisions. A novel RSSI-based error detection method is also developed in ACR. We present theoretical analysis that shows that ACR greatly
improves the probability of successful transmissions and enhances the transmission efficiency. We
evaluate ACR performance in TinyOS with Tmote-Sky motes, and we demonstrate that ACR is
more efficient in recovering collisions than existing solutions, by significantly reducing the number
of retransmissions and increasing the transmission efficiency.

Chapter 5
Run Time Assurance of Application-level Reliability

Emerging wireless sensor network (WSN) technologies are applicable to a wide range of missioncritical applications, including fire fighting and emergency response, infrastructure monitoring, military surveillance, and medical applications. These applications must operate reliably and continuously due to the high cost of system failure. However, continuous and reliable operation of WSNs
is notoriously difficult to guarantee due to hardware degradation and environmental changes, which
can cause operating conditions that were impossible for the original system designers to foresee.
This is particularly true for applications that operate over long time durations, such as a building monitoring system that must operate for the lifetime of the building, which may be more than
100 years. Wireless noise and interference may change dramatically as new wireless technologies
are developed and deployed in or near a building, and sensor readings and network topology may
change as the occupancy, activities, and equipment in a building evolve over time. Furthermore, a
WSN system usually consists of many components. Even each component employs fault-tolerant
or other mechanism to achieve high reliability. The system may still fail because of wrong or unexpected synergistic behaviors. To address this dilemma, there must be some methodologies that
directly improve and maintain the application-level reliability of WSN systems.
We propose and demonstrate a methodology for run-time assurance (RTA). We use program
analysis and compiler techniques to automate WSN code generations according to applicationlevel requirements and facilitate automated testing of a WSN at run time. As a proof of concept, we
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implemented a framework for designing and automatically testing WSN applications. We evaluate
our implementation on both simulation and real testbed, and compare performance with an existing
network health monitoring solution. We have conducted extensive research on this topic [105]. Our
work answer the following research questions in this chapter:
• How can Run-time Assurance improve and maintain the application-level reliability? What
are the basic principles and methodologies?
• How to specify the application level semantics and RTA requirements?
• How to design and implement WSN codes that satisfy application level and RTA requirements? How to make this code generation automated?
• How to automatically run tests and check results? How to make the impact of tests minimal?
Specifically, how to execute tests with less overhead and resource occupancy, as well as to
correctly deal with collisions between real events and tests?
• How to collect useful information to pinpoint the failures if RTA tests fail?
This chapter is organized as follows: we present the RTA concept and design principles in
Section 5.1. Section 5.2 describes in more detail the main components of our RTA framework the SNEDL programming model, the automated test and code generation, and the test execution
support. Next, a case study is presented in Section 5.3 and the evaluation results are shown in
Section 5.4. Finally, Section 5.5 concludes the paper.

5.1

RTA Principle

Significant effort has been applied to build reliable WSN systems. Advanced and rigorous testing
and debugging techniques are used to verify WSN systems before deployment. In addition, many
systems today employ fault tolerance, self-healing, and other reliability mechanisms to account
for run time faults and exceptions, and to allow systems to operate robustly. These important
techniques are demonstrated to enhance the reliability of WSN systems, but given the error-prone
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nature of WSNs, even a highly reliable system using these techniques cannot be guaranteed to have
no failures over its lifetime. Even if the failures are rare, they can still cause serious problems
and make the system unacceptable for mission-critical applications. Thus, although it is important,
studying how to improve a system’s reliability is not sufficient. A crucial problem for missioncritical WSN systems is how to promptly find that a system cannot provide its important services
at runtime. If a system has such an assurance capability, its administrators can be notified when a
failure occurs and can start repairing it. In the mean time, backup systems can be used to perform
the system’s critical services. Thus, given a RTA capability, even unreliable WSN systems can be
trusted to run critical applications.
Therefore, we deem this assurance capability as an important requisite of WSN systems, and
propose a novel RTA design principle that requires that systems can be periodically validated to
demonstrate their run time operability and the integrity of their application semantics. The essence
of run time assurance (RTA) lies in the system’s capability to identify failures at the applicationlevel on a periodical basis or by request. If a system has such an assurance capability, system
administrators can utilize that to evaluate the system and make decisions whether it is necessary to
take actions to recover the system. We believe that RTA can be used to provide application-level
reliabilities, and should be addressed as a first design principle for mission-critical systems.
RTA differs from network health monitoring, which detects and reports low-level hardware
faults, such as node or route failures [82, 86]. The end-to-end application-level tests that are used
for RTA have two key advantages over the tests of individual hardware components used for health
monitoring: 1) fewer false positives; RTA does not test nodes, logic, or wireless links that are not
necessary for correct system operation, and therefore produces fewer maintenance dispatches than
health monitoring systems 2) fewer false negatives; a network health monitoring system will only
validate that all nodes are alive and have a route to a base station, but does not test more subtle
causes of failure such as topological changes or clock drift. In contrast, the RTA approach tests
all ways that an application may fail because it uses end-to-end tests. Network health monitoring
improves system reliability by detecting some types of failures, but stops short of actually validating
correct system operation. The goal of RTA, instead, is to provide a positive affirmation of correct
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operation.
The RTA methodology is built around the following three principles:
Run time verification: The RTA principle requires that a system demonstrates at run time that
it is able to perform its key services. Testing and debugging techniques are used to fully test the
system at design time, and deployment-time validation [65] is used to verify the system during
deployment. However, due to the changing environment and the dynamic nature of failures, we
argue that even when these techniques have been employed, RTA is still necessary.
Application-level guarantees: Many WSNs are complicated systems, consisting of numerous
components and protocols. Each component may use various fault tolerance, self-healing, or other
reliability mechanisms to operate robustly. However, even if one can guarantee that each separate
component works correctly, the system may still fail to perform some high-level operations. And
a user (such as a fire inspector) is only concerned with whether the system performs the way they
want, rather than whether each component works correctly. The goal of the RTA principle is to
address this and focus on verifying the application-level services.
Correctness demonstration: There are different ways to demonstrate services at run time. One
option is to monitor system health information and infer system correctness from this information.
Such health monitoring techniques are shown to be effective for certain applications with regular
traffic [7,29,69]. However, many critical events, such as fire or volcano eruptions, are rare. Also, in
complex WSN systems, it is hard to determine which states should be monitored and how to infer
the correctness of services. Monitoring too many states is inefficient and may cause many false
positives, but monitoring too few states could fail to reveal failures. For example, Memento [86]
uses a periodic heart beat method to determine if a node is still alive. This approach is not suitable
for RTA for two main reasons: 1) node responsiveness does not imply proper functioning of the
system and its application semantics; 2) node failure does not imply the failure of the overall system
or the application. If we have some level of node redundancy, a small number of node failures may
not affect the system application at all. Thus, in general, health monitoring techniques are not
sufficient to provide confidence in application-level requirements for WSNs at run time. Therefore,
we employ testing to verify the proper operation of the application. Using tests allows us to check
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if the application provides the results we expect regardless of what the state of its components is.
We propose and demonstrate a RTA methodology, in which we validate at run time that a WSN
will function correctly, irrespective of any changes to operating conditions since it was originally
designed and deployed. The basic approach is to use program analysis and compiler techniques
to automate WSN code generations and facilitate automated testing of a WSN at run time. The
developer specifies the application using a high-level specification, which is compiled into both
(i) the code that will execute the application on the WSN, and (ii) a set of input/output tests that
can be used to verify correct operation of the application. The test inputs are then supplied to the
WSN at run time, either periodically or by request. The WSN performs all computations, message
passing, and other distributed operations required to produce output values and actions, which are
compared to the expected outputs. This testing process produces an end-to-end application level
validation of all components required for correct system operation, including hardware, software,
network topology, and any interactions between them. The RTA facilities can also collect useful
information during the tests and to help identify the root of a failure and repair the system.

5.2

Implementation framework

We have implemented a framework for designing and automatically testing WSN applications using the RTA methodology. In our framework, the developer first specifies the application using a
high-level Sensor Network Event Description Language (SNEDL) [50], which is an extended Petri
net model. Second, we develop a code generation tool to compiles the SNEDL model down to
TinyOS [61] code that runs on the Telos nodes [24], as well as tests the defined mappings between
sensor input values and system outputs. The code generation explicitly encodes the high-level logic
of the system into the arc-transition-place pattern of the SNEDL model. The system executions in
this architecture are driven by tokens, which travel between places through transitions via arcs. The
architecture naturally supports RTA. We can run various tests by simply injecting testing tokens.
We use program analysis techniques to identify the minimal set of tests that will cover all system
components used by the application, such as sensors, nodes, links, and application logic. This anal-
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Figure 5.1: Run time assurance framework.

ysis uses new techniques that exploit information about network topology and the redundancy of
nodes based on sensing range, and builds on existing techniques to cover all execution paths in
the program [54]. Once the code for the sensors has been generated and deployed, and the proper
set of tests has been created, the RTA execution mechanism can start running the RTA tests on the
network and thus monitor the system’s functionality. The interactions between the components of
the RTA framework are shown on Figure 5.1.

5.2.1

Application-level Specification

To allow designers to describe the application-level requirements of their system, we need a suitable
specification language. Such a language should be able to meet a number of requirements:
- It should be able to capture the state and behaviour of the system and support key features of
WSNs such as different sensor types.
- Since RTA is primarily concerned with application-level requirements, the specification should
be able to operate at that level.
- It needs to be clear and simple to use since it should be able to act as an interface between
people who register events (e.g. application semantics experts) and the sensor network designers.
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There are some additional benefits to using a well defined specification language. The first
one is that a specification could serve as a guideline to the programmers. A clear and detailed
specification can easily be followed when developing the RTA part of the application. The second
benefit is that such a specification can be used to automatically generate parts of the RTA code. This
could help decrease both the development time and the number of programming errors.

5.2.1.1

The SNEDL model

We decided to use SNEDL [50] for an underlying RTA specification language. SNEDL is the first
event specification language to support key features of WSNs. As a description language, it is an
extension of Petri nets. A basic Petri net consists of places (circles), transitions (rectangles or bars),
directed arcs, and tokens (dots inside places). Transitions model various kinds of actions, tokens
model instances/ objects, and places represent the states in which the objects can be. Arcs represent
the way in which objects are created or destroyed; they also represent changes between states [35].
An alternative to using SNEDL for event description is employing SQL or SQL-like semantics. However, Franklin [67] points out that SQL-like semantics are not always suitable for sensor
networks because of the lack of collaborative decision making and other necessary features. Admittedly, SNEDL cannot capture the lower-level logic of a WNS system but since RTA works at the
higher level, the logic provided by SNEDL matches RTA’s requirements.
Figure 5.2 shows an example SNEDL model of an application that monitors the temperature and
humidity values in the area where the sensors are deployed and signals if these values are above
(below) some predefined thresholds. The SNEDL model consists of places (circles), transitions
(rectangles or bars), directed arcs, and tokens (dots inside places).
- Places represent the states in which the objects can be. In SNEDL, dashed places are used
to abstract sensors events, i.e. sensors (places 1 and 3). These dashed places are where tokens
representing the physical sensor readings are generated. Higher level events are constructed using
the sensor events.
- Transitions model various kinds of actions. They represent the decision part of the application
- they check for the occurrence of specific conditions and determine the steps to be taken when
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Figure 5.2: An example SNEDL model.

these conditions are satisfied.
- In a traditional Petri net arcs represent the way in which objects are created or destroyed as
well as changes between states [35]. There are two types of arcs in SNEDL: general arcs and radio
links. A radio link, shown as a dashed line (arc a3), denotes communication among nodes. In our
example model, in order for transition T3 to fire, a node needs to detect sensor event 3 and also
receive a message from another node that sensor event 1 has been detected.
- Tokens model instances/objects. The tokens that arrive at each sensor event are associated with
temporal and spatial attributes, and therefore the information about when and where the data has
been sensed can be retrieved. For example, if a token with a time stamp t, capacity c, and location
attribute (x, y, r) reaches a temperature sensor event (place 3), we can say that a temperature sensor
at location (x,y) with sensing range r has a value c at time t.
The SNEDL model of the WSN application is one of the inputs to our RTA framework. The
user is asked to write a script to specify the transitions and places of their model as well as the
connections among them. We provide a set of predefined transition types which we believe to cover
the majority of logical operations used in a WSN application, such as, greater, less, equal, minimum, maximum, and difference between two consecutive values, average, and moving average. If,
however, the user wants to specify transitions with more complex functionality, they are given the
option to do so.
An advantage of SNEDL is that it provides us with a different perspective of a WSN system. By
representing a WSN system as a SNEDL model we can view it as a flow of tokens from places in the
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Petri net to other places. There are several reasons why this is useful for the RTA specification. First,
this is very suitable for testing purposes and makes running RTA tests extremely straightforward.
Second, a token-flow model allows us to easily differentiate between a real event and a test event.
Since the test events are specified by test-tokens, all we have to do is mark the test-tokens as such.
Then, whenever a transition is triggered or a place is reached, we can always check the type of the
token that caused this to happen and react accordingly. Third, such a model helps the collection of
event-logs and makes it easy to define flow-traces in the system.
We present an example RTA test to support our claim that SNEDL makes RTA testing straightforward and easy. We want to test if the previously described system properly detects the occurrence of a fire. The test should be run in every room where these abnormal signal may be
encountered. To test a single room we need two tokens: tokenh um = (RTATestID, v1, t1, room1)
and tokent emp = (RTATestID, v2, t2, room1), where v1 and v2 are the token values which in this
case will be “true” to show that the abnormal humidity and temperature have been detected; t1 and
t2 are the generation times of the tokens; and room1 is the room for the first test. The inputs to our
test will be input1 = (tokenh um, place1 ) and input2 = (tokent emp, place3 ). Both inputs specify a
tuple of a token and the place to which the token should be injected.
The result we expect to see is an evacuation alarm no longer than 15 seconds after the two phenomena have been detected. Therefore, the output of the test is out put1 = (place5 , 15sec, room1).
Now that we have the inputs and the outputs, we can define the whole test.
test1 = {RTATestID, {input1, input2}, out put1}
Running the test for the rest of the factory rooms only requires changing the location in the
test-tokens.

5.2.1.2

RTA specification

The SNEDL can specify the application-level requirements and logics, and it also makes easy to
automate test generation. This test generation needs users to input the requirement specification for
RTA tests. The user should provide information about what events they want tests generated for,
the parts of the network they want to test, and at what times the test should be run. An example of
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such a test specification is:
//equivalence //’no equivalence’ or ’region equivalence’
region equivalence

//Declare basic elements of the language
Time

T1, T2, T3, T4;

Region R1, R2, R3;
Event EFire;

//Define the elements by annotation
T1=07:05:00, 10/15/2009;
T2=07:10:00, 10/15/2009;
T3=07:12:00, 10/15/2009
T4=07:15:00, 10/15/2009;

R1={Room1 | node1, node2, node3};
R2={Room24 | node4, node6};
R3={Room15};

EFire = Fire @ (T1 to T4);

5.2.2

Automated Code Generation

Once the designers have the SNEDL model to describe their application, the next step is to generate
the code with RTA features. The code should not only implement the application logic according
to the SNEDL model, but also provide facilities to run RTA tests at runtime.
One potential way to implement the RTA facilities is to use annotations and a preprocessing
step. Users only need to annotate the input and output places of the tests, and then the preprocessor is responsible for automatically generating the code and integrating the modules to run it. A
similar method, allowing users to specify which data they want logged, is used in Envirolog [66].
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However, this annotation technique is not suitable for implementing RTA facilities. First, in order
to support all potential tests, users must identify all possible test entries and exits in the program,
and manually translate the RTA requirements into certain program entries and exits. This process
is time-consuming and error-prone. In addition, adding extra code at all places significantly increases the size of the executables. Further, this annotation technique cannot solve the conflict
between tests and real events. After a test is triggered and the system starts executing, one cannot
distinguish between a test and real event execution.
Another approach is to use the RPC facilities provided by the Marionette [31] tool suite. With
Marionette, users can trigger certain tests without any extra coding by remotely calling functions
on the nodes. However, this method cannot address all of our design goals. First, not all tests are
triggered by function calls. Some test inputs should be injected in the middle of a function which
RPC cannot provide. Consider, for example, a function with a long chain of operations. We cannot
use an RPC to inject a test input in the middle of this operation chain. Second, this method also
cannot deal with the conflict between real events and tests. Third, it can only support virtual event
generators, but cannot provide record and replay events or log collection.
Since the above methods cannot fully support all RTA features, we develop an Automatic Code
Generator (ACG) which accepts a SNEDL model as input and produces TinyOS code 1 . This approach eases the process of writing TinyOS code and improves code correctness. More importantly,
the TinyOS code generated conforms to a SNEDL structure, where we explicitly implement the
SNEDL logic object (Place and Transition) as tinyOS components, and then the code execution is
driven by tokens traversing through SNEDL objects. The code with such a structure can 1) receive
new test inputs, automatically run the tests and verify the test results conform to the specification;
2) collect trace and other information during tests; 3) differentiate executions of real events and
tests, and solve potential conflicts among them.
1 In this paper, we focus on generating TinyOS code, but our approach can be adapted to generate code in other
languages.
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Figure 5.3: Script to specify a SNEDL model

5.2.2.1

Input and Partition

The input of our ACG is a script file that designers write to specify the SNEDL model. An example
is shown in Figure 5.3. Users first assign an ID to each SNEDL object, and then input the connections of the model by configuring arcs’ source and destination. In the SNEDL model, arcs have
three types: logic, radio and hybrid. Logic arcs connect places and transitions in the same node.
Radio arcs, shown as dashed lines, indicate the token flow across nodes. For example, radio arc a3
in Figure 5.3 represent that when a temperature sensor gets a reading greater than 120 (Transition
1), it arrives the state place2, and sends a token to nodes within 2-hop range. Hybrid arcs indicate
that a transition would receive multiple tokens from its own places and other nodes. One example
of hybrid arcs in shown in Figure 5.7.
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The script also specifies places in the SNEDL model. Places represent execution states that
nodes may reach at runtime. Every place may be associated with two attributes: sensors and actions.
At some places, nodes need to access sensors to get data, such as place1 and place3 in Figure 5.3.
In the script, designers specify sensor types and sampling frequencies for these places. According
to the SNEDL model, each place has at most one sensor. On the other side, one place may have
multiple actions, which are operations that nodes can do after reaching certain states, such as beep,
turn on/off LEDs and report messages to sinks. At last, every transition logic is specified with logic
primitives described in Section 5.2.1.

Figure 5.4: Partition a SNEDL model

Before ACG generates TinyOS code, it needs to partition the SNEDL model into different programs. Nodes in heterogeneous WSNs have different functionalities and should run different code.
Consider a fire detection system that consists of smoke sensor node, temperature node, and clusterhead node. Smoke and temperature nodes sense and notify cluster-heads if detecting abnormal
readings. Cluster-head nodes collect information from both sensors and have logic to detect fires.
The SNEDL model is shown in Figure 5.4. It is not efficient to deploy the same copy of code on
all three types of nodes. Our ACG is designed to generate different code for each node that only
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implement its only application logic. The ACG first automatically partitions the SNEDL model into
three parts, and then generates one program for each part. To do the partition, we first construct a
directional graph with places and transitions as graph nodes, and logic and hybrid arcs as edges.
Then to partition the SNEDL model is actually to find connected components in this graph. Our
ACG applies a breadth-first-search to find the connected components.

5.2.2.2

Code Structure

TinyOS programs are built out of software components. In order to translate the SNEDL model
into tinyOS code, we add a SNEDL structure above the tinyOS component model. This structure
consists of components that represent places and transitions. Using this structure, code executions
are driven, processed, represented and recorded as tokens traversing through places and transitions.
The core of our code structure is the concept of token. A token is defined as an encapsulation of
a value, temporal and spatial information, and a RTA ID. The value of a token may have different
meanings at different times. At the early stages of the system executions the value is usually a sensor
reading. Later, it may have some semantic meaning. For example, in a pollution control system,
the value of a token can represent different types of pollutions. The time and location attributes of
a token represent when and where this token was generated. We are using absolute time2 , and the
location can be defined as Latitude and Longitude, or in a semantic way (e.g. room numbers). The
RTA ID attribute shows which RTA tests this token belongs to. We use ID 0 to indicate the real
execution. For a test, tokens of this test use the test ID as the RTA ID. Tokens of one execution
always have the same RTA ID. This allows us to differentiate tests and real events by just looking
at token IDs.
Tokens trigger the system execution and traverse across components to transfer information.
Usually, tokens are firstly generated by sensors, and then are inputted into the place component. At
a place, tokens trigger actions of the place. When reaching a transition, the transition logic decides
whether to pass this token. By recording the traversing history of tokens, we can continuously
monitor system execution, and collect traces of system execution.
2 We assume that a system with RTA must have facilities to keep every node time-synchronized. For most missioncritical applications, time synchronization is a must-have condition.
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In our code structure, the most important component, called SNEDL ResolverM, works as a system engine. Its first task is to create arc, places and transition objects and sets up their connections
according to SNEDL models. The ACG generates an initialization function for this purpose. Each
logic objects will be assigned with one unique ID, such that they can be accessed with one common
interface. In this component, each logic object has a mode attribute which provides three options:
transfer, stop, and log. The transfer mode is the default model. Under the log mode, objects record
all tokens passing them, and objects under the stop mode block tokens. The mode attribute of any
object can be configured at the runtime.
Next, we generate two tinyOS components: PlaceM and TransitionM. PlaceM is a container
of all place actions. For each place in the SNEDL model, the ACG generates an event function
place.action, which is called to perform corresponding actions when a token reach this place. Similarly, TransitionM contains all transition event functions, which are generated by the ACG. Each
transition event function receives tokens, and call a command to return a new token if its logic is
satisfied.
// PlaceM Component
...
event token_t* Place3.action(token_t* token){
call Leds.redToggle();
// report this token to the sink.
call Report.Send(token);
return token;
}
// TransitionM Component
...
event token_t* Transition3.receive(token_t* token){
if (token == NULL) return NULL;
if (token->value > 120)
call Transition3.returnToken(token);
return token;
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}

Figure 5.5 shows the component structure of the code generated. The SensorM component
contains all sensors in the SNEDL model. The ACG generates the code to sample sensors,
packs the reading with location and time information into a token, and inputs the token into
SNEDL ResolverM to trigger the execution. SNEDL ResolverM accepts tokens as inputs and
then automatically sends them to the next logical state. When a token is received at some arc,
SNEDL ResolverM stops, runs or logs the token according to the status of the arc, and then finds
the transition that this arc connects to. Next, it dispatches a Transition.receive event through the
Transition interface, which is a parametrized interface that can dispatch Transition.receive events
to corresponding transition functions. If the token is passed, a transition calls the passToken
command to give a new token back to SNEDL ResolverM. On receiving a token from a transition, SNEDL ResolverM finds the places following the transition and generates place.action events
through the Place interface.

Figure 5.5: Component Structure
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Test Component

The major testing component is RtaM component, which provides more test facilities. RtaM keeps
a test list. Its major task is to receive test configuration messages from sinks, inject the test inputs
into the system at the right time, and to check whether the token reaches the required places after the
deadline. It also provides a RtaTest interface that other components can use to trigger tests starting
from any arc/place/transition. Furthermore, it has a monitor interface which can be used to get logs
from any logic object.
The RtaM component can support various types of tests:
- Test sent from sinks. Users can use this ability to change their tests at run time, and have an
adaptive testing plan to verify the reliability under different scenarios.
- Record and replay. Nodes can record the logs from previous real events, and replay them for
testing. This feature is implemented using the Run log feature of arcs. We use the config command
of the SnedlResolver to set the status of these arcs to Run log. When real events take place, the arcs
record the tokens into the nodes’ flash memory. To replay an event, the token logs are read from
the flash, the RtaM component set the RTA IDs to a value different from 0, and input them to the
execution flow.
- Partial tests. Even though RTA requires end-to-end tests in most cases, partial tests may be
needed to identify root causes if the e2e verification fails. With the RtaTest interface, users can
specify tests starting and ending at any arc/place/transition.
Our code structure also provides flexible ways to deal with the collisions of real and test events.
Real events and tests use tokens with different RTA IDs. Every arc, transition, and place can
differentiate between them. One simple policy is to always cancel the test tokens in the presence
of collisions. However, this policy might not always be suitable. For example, suppose that a fire
detection system also periodically collects temperature readings. If the test-cancel policy is applied,
the tokens of this collection routine will always cancel the test tokens. Therefore, a better policy is
to use different actions to handle conflicts at different stages. Test tokens and real tokens can coexist in the early stages of system execution, given that the test tokens do not affect the real ones. On
the other hand, for transitions and places that require urgent actions, the real tokens should always
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cancel the test tokens.
In summary: 1) this code structure provide rich testing functionalities. It efficiently supports
self-testing at run time. We can either do a end-to-end test by using virtual sensors, or a partial test
by injecting tokens directly into any arc/place/transition; 2) it is easy to monitor execution states
and collect running traces by using the log mode; 3) when real events and tests occurs at the same
time, we can use the tokens’ RTA IDs to distinguish between them, and cancel tests by blocking
only test tokens.
The ACG can also be adapted to generate the code in other languages. For example, we can
build specific structures or classes for different SNDEL objects, and change the code templates of
the ACG to generate the code in these languages.

5.2.3

Automated Test Generation

One of the benefits of our RTA framework is that it comes with an automatic test generator. Our
automatic test generation takes three inputs:
1. the SNEDL model of the application. Since the application code is automatically generated
based on the SNEDL model, we analyze the model itself.
2. the network topology;
3. the test specification. The user should provide information about what events they want tests
generated for, the parts of the network they want to test, and at what times the test should be
run. An example of such a test specification is shown in Section 5.2.1.2.
We propose three reduction steps that help us decrease this huge number of test inputs. The first
step has been widely used for reducing the number of tests for software applications. The second
and third steps, however, are novel and also unique to wireless sensor applications.
This part of work was mainly done by Ms. Krasimira Kapitanova. Interested Reader can refer
to Section 4.2 in [105].
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Figure 5.6: RTA execution framework

5.2.4

Test Execution Support

Test execution support runs the RTA tests on real networked sensing devices. Its execution flow is
shown in Figure 5.6. It involves the following steps:
1. After system initialization, every node in the sensor network uses the ”sync” interface provided by the service layer to request time synchronization with the WSN gateway and request
its own location, the gateway will get synchronized with the time and location server and then
process the request from each node, the location server can get node locations by queries the
database. After the synchronization step, each node knows the current time and its own location.
2. Users can schedule RTA test by writing a test specification at user terminal, the ATG program
will then parse the user’s specification and analyze the SNEDL model, and then generate
virtual sensor readings that will correspond to events in the system (e.g., a fire event) for each
node.
3. The virtual sensor readings (i.e., the test data) are then passed to the gateway program, and
shipped to each node automatically using the test deployment protocol, and each test is scheduled to automatically start and stop at the specified time using the test control protocol.
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4. When the scheduled test start time is reached, each sensor node will start readings from its
virtual sensors. The virtual sensor readings will then create virtual events in the network,
these events will be detected and processed by the SNEDL logic at the application layer.
5. When virtual events are detected by the SNEDL, these events will be reported to the gateway,
and then passed to user terminals for resolution.
Since the RTA test process is completely automated, users only need to write the test specification once to schedule tests. The test specification will be processed by the ATG program to
generate test data automatically, the test data will then be deployed to the network automatically
using the test execution support. When scheduled test time arrives, sensor nodes will read from
virtual sensors and simulate virtual events, these events will get processed by application logic, and
application layer report will be sent back via the test execution support to user terminals, users will
eventually get feedbacks to see whether the system has passed the RTA test. Thus, the entire process
is automated, with minimum user attendance at run-time.
With support of the ACG, ATG and the execution framework, the RTA methodology can be applied to different user applications with minimal effort. Users can first specify their own application
using SNEDL, and then ACG will generate code for sensor nodes automatically, reflecting changes
in the application logic. On the other hand, ATG will use the same SNEDL model, and generate
RTA tests according to user specifications. These tests will be automatically deployed and run on
the sensor networks. Users will eventually get automatic updates on RTA test results.

5.3

Case Study

We present a case study to demonstrate the usability of our RTA methodology. In this scenario, we
are required to design and build a fire detection system for a building. The building has seven floors
and there are ten rooms per floor. There is at least one node with a smoke sensor and one node with
a temperature sensor in each room. The fire detection application uses both smoke and temperature
readings to determine the presence of fire. The fire detection algorithm we use is composed of two
separate algorithms. The first monitors the temperature and smoke increase rates and if they both
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exceed the predefined thresholds, the algorithm reports the presence of fire. The second algorithm
reports fire if the temperature value exceeds a predefined threshold.
Based on this description, we generate the SNEDL model that represents the application’s logic,
shown in Figure 5.7. The elements of this model are:
- Places S1 and S2 represent the two types of sensor events, while LAs , LAt , and Fire stand for,
Local smoke alarm, Local temperature alarm, and Fire, respectively.
- Transitions: Transition TDS is fired if the smoke increase rate goes above a specific predefined
values. This causes a message to be sent over the radio (represented by a dashed line in the figure)
and a Local smoke alarm to be raised. Transition TDT fires if the temperature increase ratio goes
above another predefined threshold. This also leads to sending a message to the radio and raising
a Local temperature alarm. Transition TFIRE is fired if fire has been detected. It is activated only if
there are more than two tokens ready to enter it.
- For TFIRE we require that the tokens were generated from sensor readings from the same room.

Figure 5.7: Fire detection SNEDL model.

Next, we implement the system. First, we write a new script file according to this SNEDL
model, and input it into the ACG. The ACG partitions the whole logic and generates the code for
the smoke and temperature sensors. The code structure is described in Section 5.2.2.2.
To automatically generate the test suite, we need the user to provide us with an RTA test specification. The testing specification in Section 3.2 could be used for our scenario. It contains information about which regions we have to test (rooms 1, 15, and 24) and at what times (the morning of
October 15th). As indicated by the specification, we are interested in event EFire. The tests we run
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for this scenario provide inputs for places S1 and S2 such that the presence of fire is simulated. The
WSN system is expected to report the presence of fire based on the virtual readings from the tests.
Knowing the test specification, the SNEDL model, and the topology, we automatically generate the
necessary set of tests to be run by the execution support.
This case study shows how the RTA methodology is used to guide and help system designers
build a fire detection system with RTA capabilities. As demonstrated by this example, the formal
SNEDL model and the RTA specification language make the system logic and the RTA requirements clear, unambiguous, and easy to understand. Our ACG, combined with the SNEDL model,
efficiently helps designers generate an accurate logical implementation of a system’s high-level
behaviors. Most importantly, our methodology fully addresses the RTA requirements.
At first this case study might seem simplistic. However, several key points must be emphasized.
It is important to recognize that this simple model can represent a fire detection system that exists
across many floors and uses many sensors. Although we had initially specified that we have seven
floors and seventy rooms, these numbers do not confine the application model. The same model
could successfully be used to detect fires in a skyscraper with hundreds of rooms. In other words,
even though the model is simple, it can represent a large scale system. This case study also uses
relatively simple logic for temperature and smoke sensors. However, the power of the underlying
Petri net allows us to describe arbitrarily complex logic and control flow. An additional advantage
is that the resulting model of a complex application is not necessarily too big or knotty since much
of the complexity for such systems is encompassed in the logic associated with the transitions.

5.4

Evaluation

In order to investigate the performance of our RTA methodology, we implement a prototype Fire
Detection (FD) system according to the SNEDL model in the case study. The system is built on
an indoor testbed. The testbed is composed of 21 TelosB nodes, placed in a 7 × 3 grid on a board.
One node is chosen as the base station and the rest are divided into different rooms. Since every
node is only equipped with a light sensor, we use light sensors to simulate the temperature sensors.
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We use the fire detection algorithm described in Section 5.3. However, the nodes only contain the
logic for the temperature sensors. Once a node detects a fire, it sends a report to the base station.
For the communication topology we constrain the nodes to only directly communicate with nodes
in the same room. For multi-hop communication we use a simple geographic forwarding routing
protocol.

5.4.1

Robustness to Failure

The goal of RTA is to maintain the accurate operation of a WSN application, despite the unreliable and failure-prone underlying infrastructure. In order to evaluate the robustness of our RTA
approach, we have compared it to a health monitoring (HM) system and a pure system with no RTA
or health monitoring support. All three systems execute a FD application with the same logic. The
RTA FD system is generated with the help of our RTA framework. We test all rooms on a rotation
basis and a different room is picked each time a test should be run. The FD system with HM monitoring is implemented following the HM mechanism introduced by Memento [86]. Memento uses
heartbeats from neighbor nodes to determine if a node is functional. We assume that when an RTA
test fails or the HM system detects a node failure the failed nodes are immediately repaired.

5.4.1.1

Experimental Results

To demonstrate that RTA is effective in maintaining application robustness while significantly reducing maintenance cost, we have run multiple experiments under different settings. We use a
flashlight to generate the fire events in our testbed. To measure the system’s performance under
realistic scenarios, the fire event sequences are generated using a Poisson process generator. The
room in which a fire occurs is chosen randomly. We also compute a failure sequence by the random
Poisson process to determine which nodes will stop execution at what time. During experiments,
the WSN gateway injects node-failures by sending messages to specific nodes and stops their execution strictly according to the failure sequence. For each experiment, we run the three systems
sequentially with the same fire and failure sequences. A node is periodically chosen to fail until
no operational nodes are left and the experiment stops. To represent the robustness of the system
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Figure 5.8: System robustness and maintenance cost with different level of redundancy: (a) RTA and HM achieve similar
false negative rates; (b) RTA requires 50%-70% fewer repairs than HM; (c) On average, RTA uses 33% less messages
than HM.

we use the false negative rate which we define as the ratio between the number of unreported fires
and the total number of generated fires. Maintenance cost is measured with the number of repairs,
the Mean Time of Repairs (MTR), i.e. the average time between two consecutive repairs, and the
number of messages sent during testing.
In the first set of experiments we measure the robustness and maintenance costs of the three
systems. To study the impact of redundancy, we vary the number of nodes per room from 2 to
10. All experiments last 20 minutes and both the RTA and the HM system run a test every minute.
The fire event rate is 0.5/s, and the node failure rate is 1/s. Figure 5.8a) shows the results of these
experiments. Each data point is the average of 5 trials with a 90% confidence interval. The results
reveal that, compared to a pure system, both RTA and HM significantly reduce the false negative
rates of the FD application. This is expected as both mechanisms can detect node failures and
repair nodes immediately. Comparing the RTA system to the HM system shows that both systems
demonstrate similar robustness levels. The only visible difference is when there are only 2 nodes
per room. Since according to the application logic we need at least two nodes per room, any node
failure will lead to a false negative. In this case, the false negative rate of the RTA system is slightly
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greater than that of the HM system because the RTA system only tests one room at a time while the
HM system tests all nodes every time. Increasing the level of redundancy eliminates this difference
in the false negative rates. With 5 nodes per room, both systems have a false negative rate close to
zero.
We also compare the maintenance cost of the RTA and HM systems. Figure 5.8b) shows the
number of repairs of both systems. We can see that the RTA system requires much less repair than
the HM system. The number of repairs required by the HM system is constant since it triggers a
repair every time a node fails. On the other hand, the RTA system repairs nodes only when the live
nodes in a room cannot detect the fire. Our results show that with a certain level of redundancy,
the RTA mechanism can significantly reduce the number of repairs while still providing high confidence. For example, with 10 nodes per room, the RTA system guarantees no false negatives and
requires only a total of 2.5 repairs. On average, the RTA system produces 70% fewer maintenance
dispatches. We also measure the MTR of both systems. Results show that the RTA system has
much longer MTR than the HM system. For example, with 5 nodes per room, the MTR of the RTA
system is 5.6 seconds, with 1.5 seconds for the HM system.
Another type of maintenance cost is the extra messages incurred by running tests. The base
station in the RTA system needs to send messages to trigger tests and nodes are required to report
virtual fire events during tests. For the HM system, nodes need to send heartbeats, and the base
station should be notified if no heartbeat is received from some node. These extra messages use
bandwidth, consume extra energy, and reduce the system’s lifetime. We have measured the number
of the extra messages for both systems. Results are shown in Figure 5.8c). We can see that the RTA
system introduces much less message overhead. The HM system always uses over 650 messages,
because nodes keep sending heartbeats. On average, the RTA system uses 33% less messages than
the HM system.
Node level failures are lower level failures and the HM mechanism has been specifically designed to detect them. In the next experiment we compare the performance of the two systems
when application level failures are introduced. To do this we insert a new type of error, which
we call location error. A location error can be defined as any unexpected changes in the location
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of a node from one region/room to another. Such a location change should lead to a failure if it
is against the application’s requirements. In our scenario, we need to have at least two nodes per
room. Therefore, a location change that decreases the number of nodes in a room to less than two
should cause an application-level failure.
In this experiment, we change the location of nodes to simulate location errors. We still use a
Poisson sequence to generate location errors with the rate of 1/s, and randomly chosen nodes change
their locations to adjacent rooms. The false negative rates of our three FD systems are shown in
Figure 5.9. We see that the HM system has a high false negative rate and cannot guarantee the
system’s robustness. The reason is that when a node is moved to an adjacent room, it can still send
heartbeats to its neighbors, so the HM system considers it operational. However, since the RTA
system tests the fire detection ability of each room, it can still catch such errors, without using extra
mechanisms to explicitly detect location errors. On average, the RTA system misses 75% fewer
system failures. Based on these results we can conclude that, compared to an HM system, an RTA
system can provide a better visibility into the application’s behavior at run time.

Figure 5.9: With location errors, the RTA system missed 75% fewer fires than the HM system on average.

5.4.1.2

Simulation Results

We have used simulation to demonstrate that RTA significantly reduces the amount of the necessary
network maintenance. Our simulation studies a scenario in which we have 25 rooms, and each room
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has N nodes, where N represents the level of node redundancy in that room. We assume that the
lifetime of sensor nodes follows a Poisson distribution. R is the mean lifetime of the sensors nodes
in months and it represents the reliability of the nodes. We generate fire events following a Poisson
distribution. The expected occurrence interval of these events is 3 months. The simulation period
is set to 2 years. Each data point is the average of 5 runs.
We make the following two assumptions when comparing the amount of maintenance work
required by RTA and HM: 1) If the RTA tests determine that the nodes in a room have lost the
capability of detecting fire, a maintenance worker is dispatched to replace the failed nodes in that
room; 2) If the HM determines that a node has failed, a maintenance worker is dispatched to replace
that failed node.
In order to achieve a fair comparison, we use the same testing overhead (in terms of the number
of testing messages sent) for RTA and HM. On average, an RTA test requires K times more messages
than HM - in our implementation K≈8. Therefore, in our simulations RTA runs in 1/8 the frequency
of HM. In this simulation the RTA test frequency is a test per day for each room.

Figure 5.10: RTA reduces the number of maintenance dispatches to only 0.3%-33.9% of HM.

Figure 5.10 shows the number of maintenance dispatches under different levels of node reliability (R) and redundancies (N). We observe that RTA makes a significant reduction in the number
of maintenance dispatches (maintenance overhead). Since HM maintains node-level reliability,
the number of maintenance dispatches is proportional to the number of node failures. In contrast,
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System
Pure FD
RTA FD
HM FD

ROM (bytes)
18142
24888
22976

RAM (bytes)
898
3386
1280
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lines of code
1767
3193
2590

Table 5.1: Memory usage and footprint of the three systems.

RTA maintains application-level reliability and a maintenance dispatch is only necessary when the
application logic is broken. Thus, by taking advantage of the node redundancy level, RTA can
considerably reduce the total number of maintenance dispatches required.

5.4.2

Overhead

In this subsection we study the overhead of our RTA framework. Table 3 compares the memory usage and footprint of the three FD systems. We can see that, because of its token-flow programming
structure and more powerful test execution facilities, our RTA system uses more program memory
and RAM. Also, the code for our RTA system is larger than that for the other two systems. However, since most of this code is automatically generated by our RTA framework, users only need to
write the SNEDL model specification script, which was less than 50 lines for the experimental FD
system.

5.5

Conclusions

A major disadvantage of the current reliability and health monitoring techniques used for WSN applications is that they monitor the performance of the low-level components of the system instead
of the reliability of the application layer. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
address this issue in WSNs and suggest a methodology to help designers and users verify an application’s integrity at run time. We have also implemented a framework that facilitates the use of
our RTA methodology. This framework provides automated code generation, automated test generation, and execution support for the RTA tests. To decrease the vast number of generated test cases,
we introduce three test suite reduction algorithms, two of which are unique to the nature of WSN
applications and take advantage of the network’s topology and node redundancy.
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We evaluated an implementation of a fire detection application with RTA support and found out
that RTA performs much better than health monitoring in identifying application-level failures and
almost just as good in identifying low-level failures. In addition, our RTA implementation incurs
considerably less communication overhead and also decreases the amount of maintenance work
that needs to be done in order to keep the system operational.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work

To conclude this dissertation, in section 6.1, we revisit the contributions of the presented work, and
in section 6.2, we propose potential extensions to be explored in the future.

6.1

Contributions Revisited

Reliability, the ability of a system to performance its required functions for a specified period of
time, is the most important requirement in many of mission-critical systems. However, building
WSN applications with high reliability is notoriously difficult. This tasks becomes more difficult
in mission critical systems. These systems are usually large and dense systems, consisting of many
nodes deployed closely to cover fields of interests. Second, nodes in these systems usually possess
limited CPUs, memories, and sensors all driven by small batteries. Also, they are equipped with
less powerful radio components and share the limited bandwidth with neighboring nodes. Third,
mission-critical systems are usually event-driven and generate high volume data and burst traffic.
Forth, these systems, deployed indoor or fields, also suffer the uncertainty of impacts of unpredictable environment and human factors.
This dissertation addresses two fundamental reliability issues for WSN: how to provide reliable
and efficient communication and how to guarantee and maintain expected application-level correctness over system lifetimes. Contribution of this dissertation lie in the combination of an automated
design framework, novel reliability methodologies and components for networking and application
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levels that will support the design and implementation of more reliable and robust WSNs. Providing such systems is one of the next steps to seeing WSNs widely used in more mission-critical
applications.
1. Contributions in Multi-channel communication: we are the first to investigate multi-channel
realities through empirical experiments and asset its impact on existing multi-channel protocols. We identifies three key practical issues for WSN multi-channel designs, which are
insufficient available channels, overhead of channel switching and coordination, and sensitivity of time synchronization errors.
We propose a novel idea to use multiple channels in WSNs. This new multi-channel methodology eliminates the need of time synchronization and the complexity and overhead for channel switching and coordination, and separate channel assignment from MAC-layer design and
provides simplicity and flexibility to use any existing MAC protocols, while still enjoying the
benefit from parallel communication of multiple channels.
Next, we propose network partition and channel assignment algorithms to further optimize
network metrics. We first study an optimization problem which aims to find the best assignment that minimizes interference within sub-trees. We prove it a NP-hard problem and
propose a greedy algorithm that yield near-optimal results. Furthermore, we take the link
diversity into consideration, and propose an efficient algorithm to minimize interference as
well as to meet end-to-end reliability requirements in networks with low-quality links.
We implement a novel multi-channel protocol, TMCP in both simulation and real MicaZ
testbed, which combine aforementioned ideas and algorithms. Our development and evaluation demonstrates that 1) TMCP efficiently improve network performance over other multichannel protocols with less interferences, much higher packet delivery rates, and higher network throughput; 2) TMCP works well with high network density, small numbers of available
channels and poor and diverse link qualities. As a result, TMCP is a efficient and practical
multi-channel solution to provide reliable communication for mission-critical solutions.
At last, we extend our multi-channel research to consider how to dynamically assign channels
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according to live traffic patterns at run-time. We propose a simple and efficient traffic-aware
channel assignment scheme based on the assumption that where perfect information about
current and future traffic is available. The new scheme exploit this information to minimize interference occurring with real traffic. We compare this scheme with two typical static
channel assignment schemes by simulation, and results show that being traffic-aware can
substantially improve the performance of channel assignment. This baseline analysis helps
establish the potential benefits of traffic-aware channel assignment algorithms.
Our work provides important and practical guidelines for researcher to develop more sophisticated multi-frequency parallel communication for sensor networks in the future, and also
contributes efficient and reliable solutions that can be used for many applications.
2. Contributions in Packet Collision Recovery: We are the first to conduct an empirical study
on bit error patterns of collided packets in WSNs. Our study reveals LS-collision, which can
be exploited to achieve efficient collision recovery.
We provide a thorough analysis based on the model derived from scenarios where N senders
compete for transmission using CSMA. The analysis demonstrates that by exploiting LScollisions, we can achieve a higher probability of successful transmission, as well as a much
higher transmission efficiency.
We then presents ACR, an Active Collision Recovery protocol that mitigates the negative
impact of collisions by efficiently recovering collided packets. Unlike other existing recovery
schemes, ACR is active in that it actively transforms potential collisions into LS-collisions
to maximize the recovery probability, rather than passively waiting for collided packets to be
recovered. ACR then uses a block based FEC scheme to efficiently recover corrupted packets
due to LS-collisions. To identify erroneous blocks, ACR employs a novel RSSI-based error
detection method, which does not introduce extra checksum overhead. In case of recovery
failures, ACR also has a backup ARQ scheme. Unlike ZigZag [36] or PPR [46], ACR does
not require customized hardware. ACR can be easily integrated into existing CSMA protocols
with off-theshelf sensor devices.
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We implement and evaluate the ACR prototype on a Tmote testbed. Results demonstrate that
ACR achieves 25% higher transmission efficiency than existing recovery schemes.
The work we present in this chapter opens a new way of recovering packet collision and hence
improving communication throughout and energy efficiency in wireless sensor networks.
3. Contributions in Run Time Assurance: Continuous and reliable operation of WSNs is notoriously difficult to guarantee due to hardware degradation and environmental changes. we
propose Run Time Assurance (RTA), a new design principle that requires that systems can
be periodically validated to demonstrate their run time operability and the integrity of their
application semantics. The essence of run time assurance (RTA) lies in the systems capability
to identify failures at the application-level on a periodical basis or by request.
We propose and demonstrate a methodology for run-time assurance (RTA), in which we validate at run time that a WSN will function correctly, irrespective of any changes to operating
conditions since it was originally designed and deployed. The basic approach is to use program analysis and compiler techniques to facilitate automated testing of a WSN at run time.
We have implemented a framework for designing and automatically testing WSN applications using the RTA methodology. This framework adapts a high-level Sensor Network Event
Description Language (SNEDL) [50] that permits designers to specify the system logic as
well as the RTA requirements. The language addresses application semantics and monitoring needs for various mechanisms. Importantly, it also permits automatic code generation.
Our system compiles the SNEDL model down to TinyOS [61] code that runs on the Telos
nodes [24], as well as tests the defined mappings between sensor input values and system
outputs.
We evaluate our implementation by designing a fire detection system and executing it on a
network of 21 Telos nodes. We artificially introduce failures into the system, including node
failures and location errors, and compare the performance of RTA to that of an existing health
monitoring solution [86]. Our results indicate that RTA misses 75% fewer system failures and
also produces 70% fewer maintenance dispatches than health monitoring.
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We believe that the broad impact of this work can be extensive since there is a proliferation
of embedded systems being deployed or contemplated for critical applications such as fire
fighting, pollution control, disaster response, tracking, military surveillance, and medical
assistance. Providing systems with the capability to certify that they are operational is one of
the next steps to seeing such technology widely used. Without effective run time assurances,
systems will be unsafe or just not deployed in many situations.
Our work in this dissertation paves the way for networking tiny and resource limited sensor
nodes into high-confidence systems for mission-critical applications. Models and protocols we
develop in the networking layer lead to more efficient and reliable wireless communication so that
high-volume and burst data streams can be efficiently transferred across networks timely. New
design principle, methodologies and highly automated framework we propose in runtime assurance
help designer and users verify an application’s integrity at runtime, and build reliable and trustful
WSN systems. In general, by developing novel protocols and methodologies in networking and
application levels, an overall reliability enhancement of wireless sensor systems is achieved, which
sets up a solid basis for developing wireless sensor networks technology to more mission-critical
applications. Four major conference publications have come from this dissertation.

6.2

Potential Extensions

In this section we suggest potential extensions for future work, for the individual methodology we
have proposed.
• Potential Extensions for Multi-channel Communication: Current sensor network nodes are
equipped with one single radio transceiver and can only use one single channel at one time.
We believe that future sensor nodes can possess multiple radio components, so that they can
send and receive with different channels at the same time. With such hardware, new networking protocols are needed to exploit simultaneous multi-channel transmission to further
increase the bandwidth and improve network efficiency.
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In our current work, we assume that there are no discrepancies of link quality among different
channels. However, it may not be always true. We have observed that channels show different link characteristics in some indoor experiments. It will be interesting to further study
this phenonom and redesign channel assignment or routing algorithm with considering this
realistic factor.
In addition, we also plan to extend TMCP to the case when the multiple channels have partially overlapping frequency bandwidths, instead of having well separated frequency bandwidths. In this case, a node that runs on an overlapping frequency bandwidth has the ability
of direct communication with nodes that work on multiple frequencies.
• Potential Extensions for Packet Collision Recovery: Currently, ACR is only used to recover
the collision packets between sensor nodes. In reality, we found interference and collision
also occur among sensor nodes, invidiual wireless devices and electric appliances like microwaves co-exist in a future home or office, because they all share 2.4GHz unlicensed ISM
wireless bandwidth. We believe that we can extend ACR to recover corrupted WSN packets
in such cases.
• Potential Extensions for Run Time Assurance: Our RTA framework effectively helped users
build high confidence WSN application by automating code generation and test execution,
which has been demonstrated with example firefighting applicaitons. We plan to apply our
framework into more complicated applications, and extend the SNEDL language and automated code generator to handle more sophisticted application semantics and logics.
We also suggest that sometimes it is possible to specify that if an application level function
can not be demonstrated, then the system should perform a set of lower level (system level)
assurances to help find the cause of the problem. To find complicated root causes it needs to
collect the monitored data into a data warehouse. When executing assurances we can then
identify when the assurances show that the system is operational and when not. Based on
this information we can construct models of the system and its operation. Then, via standard
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data mining algorithms we can search for conditions that are common for successful tests and
those for unsuccessful tests.
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